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Abstract.Volcanic eruptions increase the str

atospheric water vapour (SWV) entry via long 

wave heating through the aerosol

Abstract.Increasing the temperature of the tr

opical cold point region through heating by v

olcanic aerosols results in increases

layer in the cold point region, and this add

itional SWV alters the atmospheric energy bu

dget. We analyze tropical volcanic

in the entry value of stratospheric water vap

our and subsequent changes in the atmospheric 

energy budget. We analyze tropical

eruptions of different eruption strengths wi

th sulfur (S) injections ranging from 2.5TgS 

up to 40TgS using EVAens, the

volcanic eruptions of different strengths wit

h sulfur (S) injections ranging from 2.5TgS u

p to 40TgS using EVAens, the

100-member ensemble of the Max Planck Instit

ute - Earth System Model in its low resoluti

on configuration (MPI-ESM-LR)

100-member ensemble of the Max Planck Institu

te - Earth System Model in its low resolution 

configuration (MPI-ESM-LR)

with artificial volcanic forcing generated b

y the Easy Volcanic Aerosol (EVA) tool. Sign

ificant increases in SWV are found for5

with artificial volcanic forcing generated by 

the Easy Volcanic Aerosol (EVA) tool. Signifi

cant increases in SWV are found5

the mean over all ensemble members from 2.5T

gS onward ranging between [5,160] %, while f

or single ensemble members

for the mean over all ensemble members from

 2.5TgS onward ranging between [5,160] %. How

ever, for single ensemble
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the standard deviation between the control r

un members (0TgS) is larger than SWV increas

e of single ensemble members

members the standard deviation between the co

ntrol run members (0TgS) is larger than SWV i

ncrease of single ensemble

for the eruption strengths up to 20 Tg S. A

 historical simulation using observation bas

ed forcing files of the Mt. Pinatubo

members for the eruption strengths up to 20 T

g S. A historical simulation using observatio

n based forcing files of the Mt.

eruption, which was estimated to have emitte

d(7.5±2.5) TgS, returns SWV increases slight

ly higher than the 10TgS

Pinatubo eruption, which was estimated to hav

e emitted(7.5±2.5) TgS, returns SWV increases 

slightly higher than the 10

EVAens simulations due to differences in the 

aerosol profile shape. An additional amplifi

cation of the tape recorder signal is10

TgS EVAens simulations due to differences in

 the aerosol profile shape. An additional amp

lification of the tape recorder signal10

also apparent, which is not present in the 1

0TgS run. These differences underline that i

t is not only the eruption volume,

is also apparent, which is not present in the 

10TgS run. These differences underline that i

t is not only the eruption volume,

but also the aerosol layer shape and locatio

n with respect to the cold point that have t

o be considered for post-eruption SWV

but also the aerosol layer shape and location 

with respect to the cold point that have to b

e considered for post-eruption SWV

increases. The additional tropical clear sky 

SWV forcing for the different eruption stren

gths amounts to [0.02, 0.65]W/m

increases. The additional tropical clear sky

 SWV forcing for the different eruption stren

gths amounts to [0.02, 0.65]Wm

2 −2

, ,

ranging between [2.5, 4] percent of the aero

sol radiative forcing in the 10TgS scenario. 

The monthly cold point temperature

ranging between [2.5, 4] percent of the aeros

ol radiative forcing in the 10TgS scenario. T

he monthly cold point temperature

increases leading to the SWV increase are no

t linear with respect to AOD nor is the corr

esponding SWV forcing, among others,15

increases leading to the SWV increase are not 

linear with respect to AOD nor is the corresp

onding SWV forcing, among others,15

due to hysteresis effects, seasonal dependen

cies, aerosol profile heights, and feedback

s. However, knowledge of the cold point

due to hysteresis effects, seasonal dependenc

ies, aerosol profile heights, and feedbacks.

 However, knowledge of the cold point

temperature increase allows for an estimatio

n of SWV increases with a 12 % increase per

 Kelvin increase in mean cold point

temperature increase allows for an estimation 

of SWV increases of 12 % per Kelvin increase

 in mean cold point temperature.

temperature, and yearly averages show an app

roximately linear behaviour in the cold poin

t warming and SWV forcing with

For yearly averages power functions are fitte

d to the cold point warming and SWV forcing w

ith increasing AOD.

respect to the AOD. 1    Introduction

1    Introduction20 It has been established that the entry of wat

er vapour into the stratosphere is largely co

ntrolled by the temperature of the tropical20

It has been established that the entry of wa

ter vapour into the stratosphere is largely

 controlled by the temperature of the tropic

al

tropopause (e.g, Brewer, 1949; Mote et al.,

 1996; Fueglistaler et al., 2009; Dessler et 

al., 2014). Following up on the discussion

tropopause (e.g, Brewer, 1949; Mote et al., 1

996; Fueglistaler et al., 2009; Dessler et a

l., 2014). Following up on the discussion

of the long term increasing trend in stratos

pheric water vapor (SWV) observed during the 

1980s and 1990s it was proposed

of the long term increasing trend in stratosp

heric water vapor (SWV) observed during the 1

980s and 1990s it was proposed

that volcanic eruptions could be influencing 

the SWV budget (e.g, Rosenlof et al., 2001;

 Joshi and Shine, 2003). Mainly two

that volcanic eruptions could be influencing

 the SWV budget (e.g, Rosenlof et al., 2001;

 Joshi and Shine, 2003). Mainly two

processes are considered: the direct volcanic 

injection from the volcanic plume, and an ind

irect volcanic mechanism due to an

1 1

processes are considered: the direct injecti

on from the volcanic plume, and the indirect 

mechanism due to an increase of the25

increase of the tropopause temperature, refer

red to hereafter as the temperature controlle

d pathway. The increased SWV levels25

tropopause temperature. The increased SWV le

vels may remain in the stratosphere for more 

may remain in the stratosphere for more than

 5 years (Hall and Waugh, 1997), even though
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than 5 years (Hall and Waugh,  the volcanic aerosols sediment out

1997), even though the volcanic aerosols are 

sedimenting out of the stratosphere within 1 

- 3 years (Robock, 2000). However,

of the stratosphere within 1 - 3 years (Roboc

k, 2000). However, the magnitude of the SWV i

ncrease and the contribution from

the magnitude of the SWV increase and the co

ntribution from the different entry mechanis

ms are still unclear.

the different entry mechanisms are still uncl

ear.

80 % of the eruption material is water vapou

r (Coffey, 1996), which could be directly in

jected into the stratosphere during30

80 % of the eruption material is water vapour 

(Coffey, 1996), which could be directly injec

ted into the stratosphere during30

an eruption event. But although the SWV orig

inating form the direct injection can be det

ected shortly after the eruption event,

an eruption event. But although the SWV origi

nating form the direct injection can be detec

ted shortly after the eruption event,

it is a singular event and the corresponding 

elevated SWV levels are spread in the strato

sphere and are not distinguishable from

it is a singular event. The corresponding ele

vated SWV levels are spread in the stratosphe

re and are not distinguishable from

the background SWV anymore. Satellite eviden

ce for the direct injection events exist and 

is discussed briefly by Schwartz et

the background SWV anymore. Satellite evidenc

e for the direct injection events exist. It i

s discussed briefly by Schwartz et al.

al. (Schwartz et al. (2013)) and in depth by 

Sioris et al. (Sioris et al. (2016a), Sioris 

et al. (2016b)). Based on a model study

(Schwartz et al. (2013)) and in depth by Sior

is et al. (Sioris et al. (2016a), Sioris et a

l. (2016b)). Based on a model study Joshi

Joshi and Jones (2009), hypothesized that th

e environment surrounding the plume can also 

have a significant impact on the35

and Jones (2009), hypothesized that the envir

onment surrounding the plume can also have a

 significant impact on the amount35

amount of SWV injected directly. of SWV injected directly.

This study will focus on the indirect entry

 mechanism. In contrast to the direct entry, 

it can act for months or even years after

This study will focus on the indirect volcani

c entry mechanism. In contrast to the direct

 entry, it can act for months or even

volcanic eruptions since it depends on the a

erosol layer in the stratosphere, and not on 

the eruption event itself. It is caused by

years after volcanic eruptions since it depen

ds on the heating caused by the aerosol layer 

in the stratosphere and not on the

the long wave (LW) heating by the aerosol la

yer, which leads to increased cold point tem

peratures. Consequently the saturation40

eruption event itself. This indirect volcanic 

entry is caused by the terrestrial long wave

 and near IR solar heating by the volcanic40

water vapour pressure at the cold point is i

ncreased, reducing the "freeze trap" effect

 originating from the increasingly low

aerosol layer which leads to increased cold p

oint temperatures. Consequently, the saturati

on water vapour pressure at the cold

temperatures and consequent loss of WV due t

o ice formation and fallout. The reduced fre

ezing trap character enhances the

point is increased, thereby reducing the loss 

of WV due to ice formation and fallout. This

 mechanism enhances the entry of

entry of water vapour into the stratosphere. WV into the stratosphere.

In an early, idealized study Joshi and Shine 

(2003) already underlined the importance of

 the aerosol profile and corresponding

In an early, idealized study Joshi and Shine 

(2003), underlined the importance of the aero

sol profile and corresponding heating

LW-heating in the tropopause region. Despite 

the mechanisms being known, the analysis of

 the indirect entry mechanism is45

in the tropopause region. Despite the mechani

sms being known, its analysis is still compli

cated as internal variability and45

still complicated by scarce observational da

ta, since the aerosols have to be in the str

atosphere to open the indirect pathway and

scarcity of observations has made it difficul

t to observe it in practice. Additionally, ev

en if SWV increases were recorded,

even if the plume reaches the stratosphere,

 the amount of sulfur for aerosol formation

 may be too low, leading to a signal ob-

the data usage might be discouraged, as was t

he case for Mt. Pinatubo by SAGE II, because

 discrepancies between different

scured by internal variability. If a signal

 can be observed however, it is only one ind

ividual event occurring on the background

satellites could not be satisfactory explaine

d (Fueglistaler et al., 2013).

of natural variability. An assessment of how 

typical the respective event is, makes a lar

ger amount of data for similar events

The scarcity of observational data is also re

flected in the quality of the available reana

lysis products for SWV, the usage of

or ensemble simulations necessary. Additiona

lly, volcanic eruptions fulfilling the crite

ria needed to open the indirect pathway50

which in general is discouraged in some paper

s (e.g, Davis et al., 2017) and which sometim

es do not implicitly account for the50

may lead to retrieval problems or outages of 

observational instruments as was the case fo

volcanic forcing at all (Diallo et al. (201

7), Tao et al. (2019)). The latter problem wa
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r the most important eruption of the s also indicated by Löffler et al. (2016)

last century, Mt. Pinatubo. Even if SWV incr

eases were recorded, as was the case for Mt. 

Pinatubo by SAGE II, the data usage

when discussing SWV increases simulated for t

he eruption of Mt. Pinatubo. Nevertheless, by 

performing a regression analysis

is discouraged as discrepancies between diff

erent satellites can not be satisfactory exp

lained (Fueglistaler et al., 2013).

using a trajectory model fed by reanalysis da

ta, Dessler et al. (2014) identified a SWV pe

ak partially overlapping with the

The scarcity of observational data is also r

eflected in the quality of the available rea

nalysis products for SWV, whose usage in

aerosol optical depth (AOD) signal of Mt. Pin

atubo. As the SWV increase occurred before th

e eruption and AOD increase, the

general is discouraged in some papers (e.g,

 Davis et al., 2017) and which sometimes do

 not implicitly account for the volcanic55

question remained if the peak in the residual 

might instead be caused by another source of

 variability. Another possible issue in55

forcing at all (Diallo et al. (2017), Tao et 

al. (2019)). The latter problem was also fou

nd by Löffler et al. (2016) when compar-

their analysis is that some of the effects mo

deled by the regressors are themselves influe

nced by volcanic eruptions, which may

ing their simulated SWV increases after the 

eruption of Mt. Pinatubo with ERAinterim rea

nalysis. Nevertheless by performing

lead to the volcanic signal being attributed

 to a different source. An example is the inc

reases of the Brewer Dobson circulation

a regression analysis of water vapour enteri

ng the stratosphere as simulated by a trajec

tory model fed by reanalysis input,

(BDC), which, in the case of a volcanic erupt

ion, are attributed to the heating due to the 

aerosol layer. Tao et al. (2019) also

Dessler et al. (2014) found a SWV peak parti

ally overlapping with the aerosol optical de

pth (AOD) signal of Mt. Pinatubo.

undertook an indirect quantification of the S

WV increase after volcanic eruptions via anot

her regression analysis, explicitly

2 2

As the SWV increase occurred before the erup

tion and AOD increase, the question remained 

if the peak in the residual might60

accounting for volcanic source terms. They fo

und a clear volcanic signal in the expected t

ime frame, but the magnitude of the60

instead be caused by another source of varia

bility. Another possible issue in the analys

is was that some of the effects modeled

SWV increase differed strongly between the in

dividual reanalysis data sources.

by the regressors are themselves influenced

 by volcanic eruptions, which may lead to th

e volcanic signal being attributed to a

After entering the stratosphere, the addition

al SWV affects both stratospheric chemistry w

ith respect to ozone loss (Robrecht

different mechanism leading to the SWV incre

ase like increases of the Brewer Dobson circ

ulation. In the case of a volcanic

et al. (2019), Rosenlof (2018), Tian et al.

 (2009)) and SO

eruption these increases in the Brewer Dobso

n circulation are caused by the LW heating d

ue to the aerosol layer and should be

attributed to the volcanic signal consequent

ly. Tao et al. (2019) also undertook an indi

rect quantification of the SWV increase65

after volcanic eruption via another regressi

on analysis. While using a Lagrangian model

 fed with different reanalysis sources,

they explicitly accounted for volcanic sourc

e terms. They found a clear volcanic signal

 in the expected time frame, but the

magnitude of the SWV increase was highly var

iable between the different reanalysis data

 sources.

After entering the stratosphere, the additio

nal SWV affects both stratospheric chemistry 

with respect to ozone loss (Ro-70

brecht et al. (2019), Rosenlof (2018), Tian

 et al. (2009)) and SO

2 2

oxidation (Bekki (1995)) as well as the radi

ative budget of

oxidation (Bekki (1995), LeGrande et al. (201

6)), as well as the

the entire atmosphere (Solomon et al., 201

0). Despite the forcing originating from the 

additional SWV often being mentioned

radiative budget of the entire atmosphere (So

lomon et al., 2010). Despite the forcing orig

inating from the additional SWV often65
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as a motivation for studies, few studies exi

st on the forcing effect of the SWV increase 

after volcanic eruptions. Independent

being mentioned as a motivation for studies,

 few studies exist on the forcing effect of t

he SWV increase after volcanic erup-

of volcanic eruptions, Forster and Shine (20

02) analysed the forcing impact of SWV chang

es in an artificial SWV profile. In a

tions. Independent of volcanic eruptions, For

ster and Shine (2002) analysed the forcing im

pact of SWV changes in an artificial

study focusing on the Mt. Pinatubo eruption, 

Joshi and Shine (2003) calculated the additi

onal global forcing originating from75

SWV profile. In a study focusing on the Mt. P

inatubo eruption, Joshi and Shine (2003) calc

ulated the additional global forcing

the post eruption SWV increase. As this was

 a side study of their paper, they did not i

nvestigate the temporal evolution nor the

originating from the post eruption SWV increa

se. As this was a side study of their paper,

 they did not investigate the temporal

impact of different eruption strengths. In a 

study on the direct injection, Joshi and Jon

es (2009) quantified the LW-component

evolution nor the impact of different eruptio

n strengths. In a study on the direct injecti

on, Joshi and Jones (2009) quantified the70

of the SWV forcing indirectly, but their set

up did not allow for a quantification of the 

additional contribution of the indirect

long wave component of the SWV forcing indire

ctly, but their setup did not allow for a qua

ntification of the additional contri-

pathway. Most recently Krishnamohan et al.

 (2019) attributed changes in their TOA imba

lances for different geoengineering

bution of the indirect volcanic pathway. Most 

recently Krishnamohan et al. (2019) attribute

d changes in their TOA imbalances

scenarios to a large influence of SWV. Howev

er, they did not separate the contributions

 of aerosol forcing and SWV.80

for different geoengineering scenarios to a l

arge influence of SWV. However, they did not

 separate the contributions of aerosol

So far, the question remains open what the c

ritical magnitude is for an eruption to have 

a significant impact on SWV content,

forcing and SWV.

what the radiative consequences of the SWV i

ncrease are and if these effects can be pred

icted based on information of the

75

eruption magnitude or AOD. In this study we 

therefore investigate the changes in stratos

pheric water vapour originating from

So  far,  the  questions  remain  open  what  

the  critical  magnitude  is  for  an  erupti

on  to  have  a  significant  impact  on  SWV

the indirect pathway using a large ensemble

 of coupled climate model simulations with 1

00 ensemble members each for five85

content, what the radiative consequences of t

he SWV increase are, and if these effects can 

be predicted based on eruption

eruption strengths described by changing amo

unt of stratospheric sulfur and a control ru

n, called the EVAens (Azoulay et al.

magnitude  or  AOD.  In  this  study  we  the

refore  investigate  the  changes  in  strato

spheric  water  vapour  originating  from  th

e

in preparation, 2020). The idealized setup u

sing forcing files generated with the Easy V

olcanic Aerosol tool (EVA) offers

indirect volcanic pathway using a large ensem

ble of coupled climate model simulations with 

100 ensemble members each for

the  unique  opportunity  of  a  direct  com

parison  between  the  different  eruption 

 strengths  since  the  date  and  location  

of  the

five eruption strengths described by changing 

amount of stratospheric sulfur and a control

 run, called the EVAens (Azoulay80

eruptions are identical and all ensembles ha

ve the same set of starting conditions. By c

omparing with the control run a direct

et al., 2020). The idealized setup using forc

ing files generated with the Easy Volcanic Ae

rosol tool (EVA) offers the unique

quantification of the SWV increase is possib

le. The large ensemble size allows us to per

form an analysis of the sensitivity of90

opportunity of a direct comparison between th

e different eruption strengths, since the dat

e and location of the eruptions are

the increase in stratospheric water vapour t

o the eruption strength along with its stati

stical significance. The critical eruption

identical and all ensembles have the same set 

of starting conditions. By comparing with the 

control run a direct quantification

strengths that cause stratospheric water vap

our perturbations beyond the internal variab

ility of the model are identified when

of the SWV increase is possible. The large en

semble size allows us to perform an analysis

 of the sensitivity of the increase

analyzing the individual ensemble members. in stratospheric water vapour to the eruption 

strength along with its statistical significa

nce. The critical eruption strengths that85

3 cause stratospheric water vapour perturbation

s beyond the internal variability of the mode

l are identified when analyzing the
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individual ensemble members.

In the following Sect. 2 the model setup of

 our study and the forcing calculations are

 described. In Sect. 3 we present results

starting with the top of the atmosphere imba

lances and the changes in atmospheric temper

ature profiles. We put a particular95

emphasis on the changes in the annual cycle

 of vertically propagating water vapor signa

ls and the intra-ensemble variability.

With a comparison to a historical simulation 

of Mt. Pinatubo we highlight the importance

 of the shape and position of the

aerosol layer for SWV entry. Finally we disc

uss the determination of the stratospherical

ly adjusted forcing caused by the ad-

ditional water vapour. Sect. 4 is used for d

iscussion of our results in context of earli

er studies on stratospheric water vapour

changes. Our main findings are summarized in 

Sect. 5 which also gives an outlook to possi

ble further studies.100

2    Methods 2    Methods

2.1    The EVAens ensemble and the GE histor

ical simulations

2.1    The EVAens ensemble and the GE histori

cal simulations

This study is based on two sets of large ens

emble simulations both covering the time fra

me of January 1991 to December 1993

This study is based on large ensemble simulat

ions covering the time frame of January 1991

 to December 1993 using two dif-90

but using different volcanic forcing data se

ts: the EVAens (Azoulay et al.in preparatio

n, 2020) and a subset of the Max Planck105

ferent volcanic forcing data sets: the EVAens 

(Azoulay et al., 2020) and a subset of the Ma

x Planck Institute Grand Ensemble

Institute Grand Ensemble (MPI-GE) historical 

simulations (Maher et al., 2019).

(MPI-GE) historical simulations (Maher et a

l., 2019).

Both ensemble simulations are performed with 

the Max Planck Institut - Earth System Model 

in its low resolution configuration

3

(MPI-ESM-LR) (version, MPI-ESM 1.1.00p2). We 

apply an intermediate model version between

 the CMIP5 version (Giorgetta

et al., 2013) and the CMIP6 version (Maurits

en et al. (2019)) of the MPI-ESM, with a beh

aviour more similar to the CMIP6

Both ensemble simulations are performed with

 the Max Planck Institute - Earth System Mode

l in its low resolution config-

version. The MPI-ESM itself is a coupled mod

el including the atmosphere component ECHAM

 (version echam-6.3.01p3,110

uration (MPI-ESM-LR) (version, MPI-ESM 1.1.00

p2). We apply an intermediate model version b

etween the CMIP5 version

(Giorgetta et al., 2013) and the CMIP6 versio

n (Mauritsen et al. (2019)) of the MPI-ESM, w

ith a behaviour closer to the CMIP695

version. The MPI-ESM itself is a coupled mode

l including the atmosphere component ECHAM (v

ersion echam-6.3.01p3,

Stevens and Bony (2013)), the land component 

JSBACH (version jsbach-3.00, Reick et al. (2

013), Schneck et al. (2013)), the

Stevens and Bony (2013)), the land component

 JSBACH (version jsbach-3.00, Reick et al. (2

013), Schneck et al. (2013)), the

ocean component MPIOM (version mpiom-1.6.1p

1, Marsland et al. (2003), Jungclaus et al.

 (2013)), and the biogeochemistry

ocean component MPIOM (version mpiom-1.6.1p1, 

Marsland et al. (2003), Jungclaus et al. (201

3)), and the biogeochemistry

component HAMOCC (HAMOCC5.2, Ilyina et al.

 (2013)).

component HAMOCC (HAMOCC5.2, Ilyina et al. (2

013)).

In the model setup the atmosphere is run in

 a T63L47 configuration corresponding to a h

orizontal resolution of about 1.9

In the model setup the atmosphere is run in a 

T63L47 configuration corresponding to a horiz

ontal resolution of about 1.9

◦ ◦

with with100

47 pressure levels up to 0.01hPa. The influe 47 pressure levels up to 0.01hPa. The influen
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nce of the sponge layer in the uppermost mod

el layer reaches down to a height115

ce of the sponge layer in the uppermost model 

layer reaches down to a height

of 65kmwith continuously decreasing impact.

 As the MPI-ESM-LR does not include interact

ive atmospheric chemistry or

of 65kmwith continuously decreasing impact. A

s the MPI-ESM-LR does not include interactive 

atmospheric chemistry or

aerosols, the volcanic aerosols are prescrib

ed by monthly and zonal mean values of their 

optical properties - the extinction,

aerosols, the volcanic aerosols are prescribe

d by the monthly zonal mean values of their o

ptical properties - the extinction, sin-

single scattering albedo, and asymmetry fact

or - in 16 long wave and 14 short wave band

s. During the simulation these monthly

gle scattering albedo, and asymmetry factor - 

in 16 long wave and 14 short wave bands. Duri

ng the simulation these monthly

aerosol properties are interpolated linearly 

in time.

aerosol properties are interpolated linearly

 in time.105

In the MPI-GE historical simulations the opt

ical properties of the volcanic aerosols are 

prescribed with an updated version of120

In the MPI-GE historical simulations the opti

cal properties of the volcanic aerosols are p

rescribed with an updated version of

the PADS data set (Stenchikov et al. (1998), 

Driscoll et al. (2012), Schmidt et al. (201

3)). The Mt. Pinatubo eruption in June

the PADS data set (Stenchikov et al. (1998),

 Driscoll et al. (2012), Schmidt et al. (201

3)). The Mt. Pinatubo eruption in June

1991 lies in the investigated time frame. 1991 lies in the investigated time frame.

In the EVAens the setup of the MPI-GE histor

ical simulations was kept, changing only the 

representation of stratospheric

In the EVAens the setup of the MPI-GE histori

cal simulations was kept, changing only the s

tratospheric aerosols represen-

aerosols. The respective forcing files were

 generated using the Easy Volcanic Aerosol

 (EVA) forcing generator (Toohey et al.

tation. The respective forcing files were gen

erated using the Easy Volcanic Aerosol (EVA)

 forcing generator (Toohey et al.110

(2016)). Six 100 member ensembles are create

d: A control run with zero sulfur emission o

nly considering the EVA background125

(2016)). Six 100 member ensembles were create

d: A control run with zero sulfur emission on

ly using the EVA background

aerosol and five volcanic eruption runs (2.5

TgS, 5TgS, 10TgS, 20TgS, 40TgS) with EVA bac

kground aerosol and with

aerosol and five volcanic eruption runs (2.5T

gS, 5TgS, 10TgS, 20TgS, 40TgS) with both the

 EVA background aerosol

4 and a volcanic eruptions occurring in June 19

91 at the equator, each with 100 ensemble mem

bers. Every ensemble member

was started from one of the different and ind

ependent runs of the MPI-GE historical simula

tions in 1991 (Maher et al. (2019)).

the volcanic eruptions occurring in June 199

1 at the equator are considered, each with 1

00 ensemble members. Each of the

Beside the volcanic aerosols, the forcing fil

es include an aerosol background for the indu

strialized period supplied by EVA.115

these 100 ensemble members was started from

 one of the different and independent runs o

f the MPI-GE historical simulations

in 1991 (Maher et al. (2019)). Beside the vo

lcanic aerosols, the forcing files include a

n aerosol background for the industrial-

ized period supplied by EVA.130

The aerosol optical depths (AOD) for the fiv

e different eruption strengths of the EVA fo

rcing along with the PADS Mt.

The aerosol optical depths (AOD) for the five 

different eruption strengths of the EVA forci

ng along with the PADS Mt.

Pinatubo forcing are shown in Fig. 1 for the 

550nmwaveband. All EVA aerosol distributions 

have very similar patterns, but

Pinatubo forcing are shown in Fig. 1 for the

 550nmwaveband. All EVA aerosol distributions 

have very similar patterns, but

differ in magnitude and the duration of elev

ated AOD levels. Whereas the 2.5TgS run retu

rns close to background conditions

differ in magnitude and duration of elevated

 AOD levels. Whereas the 2.5TgS run returns c

lose to background conditions

within 3.5 years after the eruption, the 40T

gS run only declines to the peak values of t

he 2.5TgS run within this time.135

within 3.5 years after the eruption, the 40Tg

S run only declines to the peak values of the 

2.5TgS run within this time.120

The PADS data set has a higher background AO

D level than the EVA data sets in the months 

before the eruption. With a sulfur

The PADS data set has a higher background AOD 

level than the EVA data sets in the months be

fore the eruption. With a

amount of (7.5±2.5)Tg(Timmreck et al., 2018) 

the Mt. Pinatubo AOD should be comparable to 

sulfur amount of (7.5±2.5)Tg(Timmreck et al., 

2018) the Mt. Pinatubo AOD should be comparab
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the 5Tgand 10TgEVA le to the 5Tgand 10Tg

data set. Generally, the AOD in the PADS dat

a set does not spread as fast to higher lati

tudes after the eruption. Additionally,

EVA data set (compare Table 1). Generally, th

e AOD in the PADS data set does not spread as 

fast to higher latitudes after the

the AOD values tend to be slightly higher th

an the values for the 10TgEVA data set and p

ersist for a longer time at elevated

eruption. Additionally, the AOD values tend t

o be slightly higher than the values for the

 10TgEVA data set and persist longer

levels.140 at elevated levels.125

5 4

Figure 1.Aerosol optical depth (AOD) for the 

five volcanically perturbed EVAens runs (2.5

TgS, 5TgS, 10TgS, 20TgS and 40Tg

Figure 1.Time evolution of the aerosol optica

l depth (AOD) for the five volcanically pertu

rbed EVAens runs (2.5TgS, 5TgS, 10TgS,

S) and the PADS Mt. Pinatubo compilation. Th

e time evolution of the zonal average AOD is 

shown for all latitudes considering the 550n

m

20TgS and 40TgS) and the PADS Mt. Pinatubo co

mpilation. The zonal average AOD is shown for 

all latitudes considering the 550nm

waveband (441nm- 625nm).) waveband (441nm- 625nm).)

6 5

As we merely prescribe the aerosols only the 

indirect pathway and not the direct injectio

n is simulated in the EVAens.

Table 1.List of tropical volcanic eruptions w

ith location, eruption date, and estimated am

ount of emitted sulfur. The sulfur amounts in

parentheses represent the best estimates.

volcanolocationeruption timeemitted S [Tg]ref

erence

Mt Agung8

◦

S, 115

◦

E17 Mar 19632.5-5 (3.5)Timmreck et al. (2018) 

and references therein

El Chichón17

◦

N, 93

◦

W4 Apr 19822.5-5 (3.5)Timmreck et al. (2018)

 and references therein

Mt Pinatubo15

◦

N, 120

◦

E15 Jun 19915-10 (7)Timmreck et al. (2018) an

d references therein

Tambora8

◦

S, 117

◦

EApril 181515-40 (30)Marshall et al. (2018) a

nd references therein

As we merely prescribe the aerosols, only the 

indirect volcanic pathway, which includes col

d point warming and overshoot-

ing convection, and not the direct injection 

or aerosol chemistry is simulated in the EVAe

ns.

In the following work all anomalies will be

 defined as the value difference between the 

volcanically perturbed (P) and unper-

In the following work all anomalies will be d

efined as the value difference between the vo

lcanically perturbed (P) and unper-

turbed 0TgS (U) ensemble means (P-U). turbed 0TgS (U) ensemble means (P-U).

2.2    Stratospherically adjusted clear sky

 forcing calculations

2.2    Stratospherically adjusted clear sky f

orcing calculations130

The stratospherically adjusted clear sky rad

iative forcing originating from the increase 

of stratospheric water vapour due to the145

The stratospherically adjusted clear sky radi

ative forcing, as defined by Hansen et al. (2

005) originating from the increase of
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indirect pathway (i.e. via tropopause warmin

g by the aerosol layer) is calculated using

 the 1D radiative convective equilibirum

stratospheric water vapour due to the indirec

t volcanic pathway (i.e. via tropopause warmi

ng by the aerosol layer), is calcu-

(RCE) model konrad (Kluft et al. (2019), Dac

ie et al. (2019)). Konrad is designed to rep

resent the tropical atmosphere. It uses

lated using the 1D radiative convective equil

ibirum (RCE) model konrad (Kluft et al. (201

9), Dacie et al. (2019)). Konrad is

the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model for GCMs

 (RRTMG) and a simple convective adjustment

 that fixes tropospheric tempera-

designed to represent the tropical atmospher

e. It uses the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model 

for GCMs (RRTMG) and a simple

tures according to a moist adiabat. convective adjustment that fixes tropospheric 

temperatures up to the convective top accordi

ng to a moist adiabat, whereas the135

For each eruption strength, including the 0T

gS eruption, the ensemble mean of the clear

 sky humidity profile in the tropical150

temperatures in the higher atmospheric levels 

are determined by radiative-dynamical equilib

rium. Being a 1D model, konrad

region [-5,5] employs a highly parameterized "circulation", 

i.e. an upwelling term constant in time which 

only causes adiabatic cooling. As

the temperature above the convective top can

 adjust, this does not mean that the dynamica

l heating is fixed (compare Fels et al.

(1980)).

In  order  to  calculate  the  stratospherica

lly  adjusted  SWV  forcing,  the  following  

procedure  is  employed:  For  each  eruption

140

strength, including the 0TgS eruption, the en

semble mean of the clear sky humidity profile 

in the tropical region [-5,5]

◦ ◦

latitude is determined from the EVAens outpu

t. In order to compute the adjusted radiativ

e forcing due to the

lati-

increased SWV, the difference between the fl

uxes in an equilibrated atmosphere with and

 without the additional SWV must

tude is determined from the EVAens output. In 

order to compute the adjusted radiative forci

ng due to the increased SWV, the

be calculated. To determine the equilibrated 

reference without additional SWV konrad is r

un to equilibrium with the humidity

difference between the fluxes in an equilibra

ted atmosphere with and without the additiona

l SWV must be calculated. To deter-

profile and chemical composition of the atmo

sphere fixed to the values from the 0TgS run

s. The final surface temperature

mine the equilibrated reference without addit

ional SWV, konrad is run to equilibrium with

 the humidity profile and chemical

lies between [298-301]K. Starting from this

 equilibrium state, only the SWV profile is

 replaced by the volcanically perturbed155

composition of the atmosphere fixed to the va

lues from the 0TgS runs. The final surface te

mperature lies between [298-301]145

EVAens humidity profile and a new equilibriu

m is calculated while keeping the surface te

mperature fixed, but allowing for the

K. Starting from this equilibrium state, only 

the SWV profile is replaced by the volcanical

ly perturbed EVAens humidity pro-

temperature above the convective top to adju

st. Using both equilibrium states the adjust

ed SWV forcing is determined. The

file and a new equilibrium is calculated whil

e keeping the surface temperature fixed, but

 allowing for the temperature above

corresponding instantaneous forcing can be c

alculated by calculating the flux changes wi

thout running the perturbed atmo-

the convective top to adjust. Using both equi

librium states, the adjusted SWV forcing is d

etermined from the flux differences

sphere into equilibrium. at the top of the atmosphere. The correspondi

ng instantaneous forcing as defined by Hansen 

et al. (2005) is calculated as the

For the all sky case the contribution of clo

uds is investigated by additionally taking a 

20 % fraction of high level clouds between16

0

difference of tropopause fluxes obtained with

out running the perturbed atmosphere into equ

ilibrium.150

6

For the all sky case the contribution of clou

ds is investigated by additionally taking a 2
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0 % fraction of high level clouds between

200hPaand 300hPainto consideration, while lo

w levels clouds are considered in the albedo 

settings.

200hPaand 300hPainto consideration, while low 

levels clouds are considered in the albedo se

ttings.

In order to relate the SWV forcing to the ae

rosol forcing, the instantaneous aerosol for

cing is calculated using a double

In order to relate the SWV forcing to the aer

osol forcing, the instantaneous aerosol forci

ng is calculated using a double

radiation call in the MPI-ESM. For the doubl

e radiation call fluxes are calculated for e

ach time step once using the atmospheric

radiation call in the MPI-ESM. For the double 

radiation call fluxes are calculated for each 

time step once using the atmospheric155

conditions with and without aerosol. The str

atospheric background aerosol is corrected f

or by additionally calculating the forc-165

conditions with and without aerosol. The stra

tospheric background aerosol is corrected for 

by additionally calculating the forc-

ing for the corresponding 0TgS run and subtr

acting it.

ing for the corresponding 0TgS run and subtra

cting it.

7 7

3    Results 3    Results

3.1    Effects on the time evolution of TOA

 radiative imbalance and surface temperature

3.1    Effects on the time evolution of TOA r

adiative imbalance and surface temperature160

In order to connect the amount of emitted su

lfur to its impact on the energy budget of t

he system, we analyze the top of170

In order to relate the amount of emitted sulf

ur to its impact on the energy budget of the

 system, we analyze the top of the

the atmosphere (TOA) radiative imbalance aft

er the volcanic eruptions as well as changes 

in surface temperature. The era of

atmosphere (TOA) radiative imbalance after th

e volcanic eruptions as well as changes in su

rface temperature. The time span of

negative global radiative TOA imbalance afte

r the volcanic eruptions during which more e

nergy leaves the earth-atmosphere

negative global radiative TOA imbalance after 

the volcanic eruptions, during which more ene

rgy leaves the earth-atmosphere

system than is taken up lasts between 17 and 

28 months (Fig. 2). For the lower emissions

 (2.5TgS - 5TgS) the standard error

system than is taken up lasts between 17 and

 28 months (Fig. 2). For the lower emissions

 (2.5TgS - 5TgS) the standard error

of the negative TOA imbalance permanently ov

erlaps with zero imbalance. Consequently sin

gle ensemble members of the 0

of the negative TOA imbalance permanently ove

rlaps with zero imbalance. Consequently singl

e ensemble members of the 0165

TgS can produce similar signals as these low

er emission run due to internal variability. 

Overall the TOA imbalance exhibits a175

TgS can produce similar signals to these lowe

r emission runs due to internal variability.

 Overall the TOA imbalance exhibits

roughly linear relationship with respect to

 the emitted sulfur mass (see Fig. A).

a roughly linear relationship with respect to 

the emitted sulfur mass (see Fig. A).

As a consequence of the negative TOA imbalan

ce the surface temperatures of the volcanica

lly perturbed runs decrease. The

As a consequence of the negative TOA imbalanc

e the surface temperatures in the volcanicall

y perturbed runs decrease. The

range of ensemble mean global temperature de

crease for the EVAens is -[0.09,1.30]K, when 

it is at its maximum (Fig. 2). As

range of ensemble mean maximum global tempera

ture decrease for the EVAens is -[0.09, 1.30]

K(Fig. 2). As the surface

the surface temperature follows the TOA imba

lance, the change in surface temperature is

 also roughly linear with respect to

temperature follows the TOA imbalance, the ch

ange in surface temperature is also roughly l

inear with respect to the emitted S170

the emitted S mass (Fig. A).180 mass (Fig. A).

Figure 2.Global top of the atmosphere (TOA) r

adiative imbalance and anomaly of surface tem

perature in the five volcanically perturbed

EVAens runs (2.5TgS, 5TgS, 10TgS, 20TgS and 4

0TgS). For each run the standard errors of th

e mean are shown as shading. The

vertical blue line marks the eruption time. T

he plots also show the values for the MPI-GE

 historical simulations (PADS).

8 8

Figure 2.Global top of the atmosphere (TOA)

 radiative imbalance and anomaly of surface

 temperature in the five volcanically pertur

bed

In addition to the EVAens results, the TOA im

balance and global surface temperature change

s for the historical Mt Pinatubo
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EVAens runs (2.5TgS, 5TgS, 10TgS, 20TgS and

 40TgS). For each run the standard errors of 

the mean are shown. The vertical blue

eruption are shown in black in Figure 2. The

 global TOA imbalance peaking at -2.4Wm

line marks the eruption time. The plots also 

show the values for the MPI-GE historical si

mulations (PADS).

−2

compares favourably with the

approximately -3Wm

−2

from Earth Radiation Budget Satellite observa

tions (Soden et al., 2002) when considering t

he standard

deviations of our ensemble. The average surfa

ce cooling between June 1991 and December 199

3 is -0.26Kwith a maximum175

cooling of -0.36K. Compared to the cooling do

cumented by satellite measurements from the m

icrowave sounding unit (MSU)

of -0.3Kbetween June 1991 and December 1995 a

fter ENSO removal and reached a peak cooling

 of -0.5K(Soden et al.,

2002).

3.2    Effects on the cold point temperature 3.2    Effects on the cold point temperature

In the following analysis the cold point is d

efined as the lowest temperature between trop

osphere and stratosphere lying on180

full pressure levels of model output remapped 

to a vertical spacing of 10hPain the tropical 

tropopause region. The associated

errors in average cold point temperature lie

 below one percent of the respective cold poi

nt temperature.

The effect of the volcanic forcing on the in

ner tropical temperature profile is visualiz

ed in Fig. 3 showing the EVAens ensemble

The effect of the volcanic forcing on the inn

er tropical temperature profile is visualized 

in Fig. 3 showing the EVAens ensemble

mean of the temperature profiles three month

s after the eruption. The month of September 

was chosen as an example since it

mean of the temperature profiles three months 

after the eruption. The month of September wa

s chosen as an example since it

lies in the time frame within which the annu

al cycle of water vapour entry into the stra

tosphere is enhanced. Due to the location

lies in the season of relatively large water

 vapour entry into the stratosphere due to ma

ximum cold point temperature in boreal185

of the aerosol peak above the cold point autumn and winter. Due to the location of the 

aerosol peak above the cold point the largest 

temperature changes occur in the

1 lower stratosphere, with increases up to 24Ki

n the 40TgS ensemble. The cold point warming

 reaches maximum values of

the largest temperature changes occur in the 

lower stratosphere with increases up to185

8Kin the case of the 40TgS run. Also visible

 in the figure is the downwards shift of the

 cold point with increasing sulfur

24Kin the 40TgS ensemble. The cold point war

ming reaches maximum values of 8Kin the case 

of the 40TgS run. Also

burden caused by the stratospheric warming. T

his effect is amplified by tropospheric cooli

ng (compare surface cooling in Fig.

visible in the figure is the downwards shift 

of the cold point with increasing sulfur bur

den caused by the stratospheric warming

2) due to the back scattering of solar radiat

ion through the volcanic aerosols.190

leading to a downwards shift in the cold poi

nt levels. This effect is amplified by tropo

spheric cooling (compare surface cooling

in Fig. 2) due to the backscattering of sola

r radiation through the volcanic aerosols.

190

1

Point of lowest temperature between troposph

ere and stratosphere.
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Figure 3.Inner tropical average of the tempe

rature profiles for the five volcanically pe

rturbed EVAens runs (2.5TgS, 5TgS, 10TgS, 20

Figure 3.Inner tropical average of the temper

ature profiles for the five volcanically pert

urbed EVAens runs (2.5TgS, 5TgS, 10TgS, 20

TgS and 40TgS) in September 1991 (three mont

hs after the eruption). The temperature of t

he respective cold point (CP) is indicated i

n

TgS and 40TgS) in September 1991 (three month

s after the eruption). The temperature of the 

respective cold point (CP) is indicated in

the legend. The solid line represents the en

semble mean, the error bars symbolize the en

semble standard deviations. The 550nmextinct

ion

the legend. The solid line represents the ens

emble mean, the error bars symbolize the ense

mble standard deviations. The 550nmextinction

values for the 10TgS aerosol profile are sho

wn with a dashed black line.

values for the 10TgS aerosol profile are show

n with a dashed black line.

Figure 4 shows changes in the temporal evolu

tion of the surface temperature (a), cold po

int temperature (b), and 100hPa

Figure  4  shows  the  temporal  evolution  o

f  the  surface  temperature  (a),  cold  poi

nt  temperature  (b),  and  70hPaspecific

specific humidity (c) with respect to the ze

ro emission run in the inner tropics. Wherea

s the surface temperature decreases due

humidity (c) as the difference to to the zero 

emission run in the inner tropics. Whereas th

e surface temperature decreases due to

the scattering of incoming shortwave radiatio

n by the volcanic aerosols, the cold point te

mperature increases due to warming

of the tropopause layer by absorption of terr

estrial long wave and solar near-IR radiation 

by the aerosol layer.195

10 10

Figure 4.Temporal evolution of the inner tro

pical mean anomaly in surface temperature, c

old point temperature, and stratospheric wat

er

Figure 4.Temporal evolution of the inner trop

ical mean anomaly in surface temperature, col

d point temperature, and stratospheric water

vapour between volcanically perturbed and un

perturbed ensemble runs. The ensemble means

 are shown with their standard errors. The t

ime

vapour between volcanically perturbed and unp

erturbed ensemble runs. The ensemble means ar

e shown with their standard errors. The time

of the volcanic eruption is indicated by a v

ertical blue line.

of the volcanic eruption is indicated by a ve

rtical blue line.

to the scattering of incoming shortwave radi

ation by the volcanic aerosols, the cold poi

nt temperature increases due to warming

When considering the ensemble mean and its st

andard error even the temperature changes of

 the low emission runs (2.5

of the tropopause layer by absorption of lon

gwave radiation by the aerosol layer.

TgS and 5TgS) are significantly different fro

m the control run for short periods of time.

 With a maximum value of 0.99

When considering the ensemble mean and its s

tandard error even the temperature changes o

f the low emission runs (2.5195

Kthe ensemble mean for the cold point tempera

ture of the 5TgS is the lowest sulfur emissio

n to reach a mean warming

TgS and 5TgS) are significantly different fr

om the control run for short periods of tim

e. With maximum values of 1.93

above the control run standard deviations, wh

ich are ten times larger than the standard er

ror for our 100 member ensemble and

Kthe ensemble mean for the cold point temper

ature of the 10TgS is the lowest sulfur emis

sion to reach a mean warming

reach maximum values of 0.73K. Cold point val

ues below the standard deviation range could

 be found for single control run200

above the control run standard deviations ensemble members due to internal variability. 

The higher emission scenarios (20TgS and 40Tg

S) have longer periods with

2 cold point temperature changes above the norm

ally observed internal variability. In additi

on the 40TgS emission group shows

, cold point values below this range could b

e found for single control run ensemble

a second amplification peak of the yearly cyc

le of the cold point temperatures between May 

and September 1992.

members due to internal variability. The hig

her emission scenarios (20TgS and 40TgS) hav

The monthly changes in cold point temperature 

are not linear, neither with respect to emitt
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e longer periods with cold point ed sulfur mass nor to AOD in205

temperature changes above the normally obser

ved internal variability.200

the prominent IR waveband (compare Fig. A3, A

4). Additionally the transient behaviour of t

he volcanic forcing - the build

In addition the higher emission group shows 

a second amplification peak of the yearly cy

cle of the cold point temperatures

up phase in 1991, the approximately constant

 forcing in 1992, and the declining phase in

 1993, which also differ between

between May and September 1992. In both the

 20TgS and the 40TgS this second peak is red

uced with respect to the first

the individual eruption sizes - leads to a hy

steretic behaviour. Nevertheless, when partit

ioning the cold point warmings into

peak. these individual phases, the dependence of th

e cold point warming on IR-AOD can be describ

ed with a power function of form

The monthly changes in cold point temperatur

e are not linear either with respect to emit

ted sulfur mass or to AOD in the205

prominent IR waveband (compare Fig. A3, A4). 

Additionally the transient behaviour of the

 volcanic forcing - the build up

2

The standard deviations are ten times larger 

than the standard error in case of our 100 m

ember ensemble.

11 11

Figure 5.Yearly averages of adjusted tropica

l cold point temperature increases as a func

tion of tropical AOD (IR, 8475-9259 nm) for

 the

Figure 5.Yearly averages of adjusted tropical 

cold point temperature increases as a functio

n of tropical AOD (IR, 8475-9259 nm) for the

three examined years (1991-1993). A second o

rder fit for each year with corresponding eq

uation is shown.

three examined years (1991-1993). A power fun

ction fit of formaAOD

phase in 1991, the approximately constant fo

rcing in 1992, and the declining phase in 19

93, which also differs between the

b

individual eruption sizes - leads to a hyste

retic behaviour. Nevertheless, when partitio

ning the cold point warmings into these

+cfor each year with corresponding equation i

s shown.

individual phases, a linear relationship bet

ween IR-AOD and cold point warming arises fo

r the years 1991 and 1992 (Fig. 5).

aAOD

In 1993 this relationship becomes quadratic

 since the lower eruption strength are alrea

dy ceasing to warm the TTL region.210

b

+cfor the years 1991, 1992 and 1993 (Fig. 5).

210

The found cold point temperature increases a

re accompanied by an increase in the saturat

ion water vapour pressure, reducing

The found cold point temperature increases ar

e accompanied by an increase in the saturatio

n water vapour pressure, reducing

the "freeze trap" drying in the cold point r

egion. The increased saturation water vapour 

pressure enables more water vapour to

the "freeze trap" drying in the cold point re

gion. The increased saturation water vapour p

ressure enables more water vapour

enter the lower stratosphere as shown in Fi

g. 4 (c)

to enter the lower stratosphere as shown in F

ig. 4 (c). Consequently, the evolution of the 

additional stratospheric water vapour

3

. Consequently the evolution of the addition

al stratospheric water vapour

closely follows the evolution of the cold po

int temperature changes.215

closely follows the evolution of the cold poi

nt temperature changes.215

3.3    Effects on the tape recorder signal 3.3    Effects on the tape recorder signal

The annual cycle of the tropical SWV is ofte

n described as the tape recorder signal (Mot

e et al., 1996): The variations of

The manifestation of the annual cycle of the

 tropical SWV as seen in the vertical profile 

is often described as the tape recorder

the tropical cold point temperatures control signal (Mote et al., 1996): The variations of 
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ling the water vapour entry into the stratos

phere via the saturation water vapour

the tropical cold point temperatures controll

ing the water vapour entry into the

pressure is imprinted on the stratospheric w

ater vapour as music is imprinted on a tape. 

This leads to an annual cycle of bands

stratosphere via the saturation water vapour 

pressure is imprinted on the stratospheric wa

ter vapour as music is imprinted on

of high and low water vapour content propaga

ting upwards in the stratosphere with the Br

ewer Dobson Circulation.220

a tape. This leads to an annual cycle of band

s of high and low water vapour content propag

ating upwards in the stratosphere220

As the LW-heating by the volcanic aerosols w

ill lead to increased tropical cold point te

mperatures, an increase of stratospheric

with the BDC.

water vapour is expected after volcanic erup

tions with stratospheric aerosols. As shown

 in Sect. 3.2 the specific humidity shows

As the heating by the volcanic aerosols will

 lead to increased tropical cold point temper

atures, an increase of stratospheric water

an enhancement which does not stay constant

 and then declines but has an annual cycle l

ike the tape recorder. In the following

vapour is expected after volcanic eruptions w

ith stratospheric aerosols. As shown in Sect. 

3.2 the specific humidity shows an

section we will investigate the seasonal cyc

le more closely.

enhancement which does not stay constant and

 then declines but has an annual cycle like t

he tape recorder. In the following

Figure 6 and 7 show absolute SWV and the dif

ferences in the SWV content above 140hPawith 

respect to the control run225

section we will investigate the seasonal cycl

e more closely.225

for all five eruption strengths. The maximum 

increases are found in the eruption year its

elf ranging from 0.1ppmmfor the

Figure 6 and 7 show absolute SWV and the diff

erences in the SWV content above 140hPawith r

espect to the control run for

2.5TgS eruption to 3.5ppmmfor the 40TgS erup

tion. This corresponds to 5 %, respectively

 160 %, of the unperturbed

all five eruption strengths. The maximum incr

eases are found in the eruption year itself r

anging from 0.1ppmvfor the 2.5Tg

3 S eruption to more than 5ppmvfor the 40TgS er

uption. This corresponds to 5 %, respectively 

160 %, of the unperturbed

Here and in the following analysis we report 

the specific humidity as mass of water vapou

r per mass of moist air inppmmvalues.

SWV values (see Fig. B1). The larger the erup

tion, the earlier the increase becomes visibl

e and is significant. The additional

SWV also follows the annual cycle of the tape 

recorder (Mote et al., 1996), showing maxima

 in the SWV enhancement around230

September which then propagate upwards. This

 seasonal variation is also apparent in the b

ehaviour of the tropopause and cold

12 12

SWV values (see Fig. B1). The larger the eru

ption, the earlier the increase becomes visi

ble and is significant. The additional

SWV also follows the annual cycle of the tap

e recorder (Mote et al., 1996), showing maxi

ma in the SWV enhancement around

September which then propagate upwards. This 

seasonal variation is also apparent in the b

ehaviour of the tropopause and cold230

point heights: for scenarios with at least 1

0TgS onward the tropopause pressures and col

d point pressures are higher in the

point heights: for scenarios with at least 10

TgS onward the tropopause pressures and cold

 point pressures are higher in the

northern hemispheric autumn; whereas in the

 20TgS and 40TgS runs the volcanic forcing l

eads to higher pressure levels of

northern hemispheric autumn; whereas in the 2

0TgS and 40TgS runs the volcanic forcing lead

s to higher pressure levels of

the cold point from September 1991 until the 

end of 1992 accompanied by a seasonal signal 

in the SWV anomalies. Allowing

the cold point from September 1991 until the

 end of 1992 accompanied by a seasonal signal 

in the SWV anomalies. Allowing

for more water vapour to transit to the lowe

r stratosphere.

for more water vapour to transit to the lower 

stratosphere.235

In the 40TgS ensemble mean the second season

al cycle is associated with an upward propag

In the 40TgS ensemble mean the second seasona

l cycle is associated with an upward propagat
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ation of the SWV increases above235 ion of the SWV increases above

3ppmmto even lower atmospheric pressures tha

n in the preceding year. This behaviour can

 be attributed to the persistence of

4ppmvto even lower atmospheric pressures than 

in the preceding year. This behaviour can be

 attributed to the persistence

the high levels of aerosols in combination w

ith the already enhanced SWV levels due to t

he presence of the volcanic aerosol

of the high levels of aerosols in combination 

with the already enhanced SWV levels due to t

he presence of the aerosol in the

in the previous year, the additional warming 

caused by the SWV and the lower lying cold p

oint.

previous year, the additional warming caused

 by the SWV and the lower lying cold point.

Shortly after the eruption a decrease in wat

er vapour content above 50hPais visible. At

 these altitudes SWV increases with

Shortly after the eruption a decrease in wate

r vapour content above 50hPais visible. At th

ese altitudes SWV increases with240

height due to its production by methane oxid

ation

height due to its production by methane oxida

tion, which is parameterized in the MPI-ESM

 (Schmidt et al., 2013). Heating in

4 the aerosol layer below leads to lofting of a

ir parcels, bringing lower humidity air upwar

ds to higher altitudes, where it causes

. Heating in the aerosol layer below leads t

o lofting of air parcels, bringing240

a net reduction in humidity. However, this ef

fect never exceeds 0.8 ppmv and is offset as

 soon as the lifted air becomes more

lower humidity air upwards to higher altitud

es, where it causes a net reduction in humid

ity. However, this effect never exceeds

moist due to enhanced SWV entry through the t

ropopause region.

0.5 ppmm and is offset as soon as the lifted 

air becomes more moist due to enhanced SWV e

ntry through the tropopause region.

4

The MPI-ESM uses a parameterized methane oxi

dation scheme (Schmidt et al., 2013).

13 13

Figure 6.Tropical average in [-23,23]° latit

ude of WV above 140hPafor sulfur injections

 of 2.5TgS, 5TgS, 10TgS, 20TgS and 40Tg

Figure 6.Tropical average in [-23,23]° latitu

de of WV above 140hPafor sulfur injections of 

2.5TgS, 5TgS, 10TgS, 20TgS and 40

S as well as the PADS dataset. The WMO-tropo

pause pressure is indicated by a black line, 

the cold point pressure is shown as black da

shed

TgS as well as the PADS dataset. The WMO-trop

opause pressure is indicated by a black line

 and the cold point pressure is shown as blac

k

line. Absolute values are shown. In regions

 not covered by black crosses statistical si

gnificant difference between water vapour va

lues of the

dashed line. Absolute values are shown. In re

gions not covered by black crosses statistica

l significant difference between water vapour 

values

perturbed and unperturbed runs (t-test at p=

0.05) were found.

of the perturbed and unperturbed runs (t-test 

at p=0.05) were found.

14 14

Figure 7.Tropical average in [-23,23]° latit

ude of WV anomalies above 140 hPa for the su

lfur injections of 2.5TgS, 5TgS, 10TgS, 20

Figure 7.Tropical average in [-23,23]° latitu

de of WV anomalies above 140 hPa for the sulf

ur injections of 2.5TgS, 5TgS, 10TgS,

TgS and 40TgS as well as the PADS dataset. T

he lowermost panel shows the MPI-GE historic

al simulations for Mt. Pinatubo using the

20TgS and 40TgS as well as the PADS dataset.

 The lowermost panel shows the MPI-GE histori

cal simulations for Mt. Pinatubo using

PADS forcing data set discussed in Sect. 3.

5. The WMO-tropopause pressure is indicated

 by a black line, the cold point pressure is 

shown as

the PADS forcing data set discussed in Sect.

 3.5. The WMO-tropopause pressure is indicate

d by a black line and the cold point pressure 

is

black dashed line. Differences with respect

 to the 0TgS control run are shown. In regio

ns not covered by black crosses statistical

 significant

shown as black dashed line. Differences with

 respect to the 0TgS control run are shown. I

n regions not covered by black crosses statis

tical

difference between water vapour values of th

e perturbed and unperturbed runs (t-test at

 p=0.05) were found.

significant difference between water vapour v

alues of the perturbed and unperturbed runs

 (t-test at p=0.05) were found.
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3.4    Intra-ensemble variability 3.4    Intra-ensemble variability245

The investigation of single ensemble members 

is of interest because - unlike for the ense

mble mean - their physical character-245

The investigation of single ensemble members

 is of interest because - unlike for the ense

mble mean - their physical character-

istics would actually be "observable". Figur

e 8 shows seasonal averages of the specific

 humidity at the cold point as a function

istics would actually be "observable". Figure 

8 shows seasonal averages of the specific hum

idity at the cold point as a function

of cold point temperature for the inner trop

ical average in 1991 and 1992. The season SO

N was chosen as it is the period of

of cold point temperature for the inner tropi

cal average in 1991 and 1992. The season SON

 was chosen, as follows the period

highest SWV values in the lower stratospher

e. Each point in Fig. 8 symbolizes one singl

e ensemble member. Orange crosses

where the entry value of stratospheric water

 vapor is highest, leading to the highest SWV 

in the tropical lower stratosphere.

show the theoretically possible maximum spec

ific humidity curve calculated as the satura

tion humidity for water vapour over

Each point in Fig. 8 symbolizes one single en

semble member. Orange crosses show the theore

tically possible maximum spe-250

ice at the average cold point temperature, u

sing the corresponding exact solution for th

e Clausius Clapeyron equation by Mur-250

cific humidity curve calculated as the satura

tion humidity for water vapour over ice at th

e average cold point temperature,

phy and Koop (2005) using the corresponding exact solution for th

e Clausius Clapeyron equation by Murphy and K

oop (2005)

5 1

. An approximation for the Clausius Clapeyro

n Equation at this temperature range with an 

12%increase

. An approximation

of specific humidity perKis shown with a das

hed grey line. This approximation is based o

n the assumption that the atmo-

for the Clausius Clapeyron Equation at this t

emperature range with an 12%increase of speci

fic humidity perKis shown with

sphere around the cold point is saturated in 

the 0TgS run. The single ensemble members fo

llow the slopes and values of

a dashed grey line. This approximation is bas

ed on the assumption that the atmosphere arou

nd the cold point is saturated in the

the calculated water vapour amount at satura

tion in the inner tropics ([-5,5]

0TgS run. The single ensemble members follow

 the slopes and values of the calculated wate

r vapour amount at saturation in255

the inner tropics ([-5,5]

◦ ◦

latitude). Next to water vapour, sublimated 

lofted

latitude). In addition to water vapour, subli

mated lofted ice can also contribute to the S

WV leading

ice can also contribute to the SWV leading t

o specific humidity values exceeding the one

s expected when calculating the the255

to higher values than expected based on the s

aturation water vapour alone. These overshoot

ing events are considered in our

SWV based on the saturation water vapour alo

ne as soon as temperatures rise again and th

e saturation water vapour increases.

convective parameterisation (Möbis and Steven

s, 2012). However, at the location of the col

d point, this lofted ice would still

However at the location of the cold point th

is lofted ice would still be in the ice stat

e and not accounted for in the specific

be in the ice state and not accounted for in

 the specific humidity term.

humidity term. In the inner tropics the simulated specific h

umidity values agree nicely with those from t

he Clausius Clapeyron equation and260

In the inner tropics the found specific humi

dity values agree nicely with the values fro

m the Clausius Clapeyron equation and

its approximated form of a 12 % increase of S

WV per Kelvin. Considering the simplification 

of taking the average cold point

its approximated form of a 12 % per Kelvin.

 However this is only true for the inner tro

pics. For the entire tropics values up260

temperatures between [-5,5]

to around 1ppmmlower could be found (compare 

Fig. C1). As the cold point temperatures inc

rease with increasing latitude,

◦

higher specific humidity values would be exp

ected at higher latitudes. However, the wate

latitude instead of the minimum cold point te

mperatures this agreement is surprisingly goo
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r vapour enters the tropics mainly in d.

the inner tropical region and then spreads t

hroughout the globe, leading to values lower 

than expected according to the Clausius

Oman et al. (2008), for example, only found g

ood agreement when considering the minimum co

ld point temperatures in the

Clapeyron equation. tropics. As they were analyzing a band betwee

n [-10,10]

265 ◦

In the first SON after the eruption in 1991

 the SWV values and cold point temperatures

 are larger than in 1992. Additionally

latitude, a factor contributing to the differ

ence to our result could

the separation by sulfur content is more pro

nounced in 1991. Table 1 lists the number of 

individual ensemble members lying

be that the main contribution to dehydration

 of air parcels during their horizontal motio

n in the vertical ascent takes place in265

the inner tropics (Schoeberl and Dessler, 201

1), the region to which our study is restrict

ed. Consistent with this analysis is the

stronger discrepancy of approx 1.6 ppmv betwe

en the SWV values predicted using the Clausiu

s Clapeyron equation and the

SWV output by the model when averaging over t

he entire tropics (compare Fig. C1).

In the first SON after the eruption in 1991 t

he SWV values and cold point temperatures are 

larger than in 1992. Additionally270

the separation by sulfur content is more pron

ounced in 1991. Table 2 lists the number of i

ndividual ensemble members lying

within two standard deviations of the temper

ature or humidity value spread of the contro

l run. In 1991 several individual group

within two standard deviations of the tempera

ture or humidity value spread of the control

 run. In 1991 several individual group

members up to the 5TgS run overlap with the

 control run spread as far as cold point tem

perature changes and humidity

members up to the 5TgS run overlap with the c

ontrol run spread as far as cold point temper

ature changes and humidity

values are concerned. The 10TgS run marks th

e emission strength at which single ensemble 

members start to be significantly270

values are concerned. The 10TgS run marks the 

emission strength at which single ensemble me

mbers start to be significantly

different from the control run as only one e

nsemble member can not be distinguished from 

the control run using only the

different from the control run as only one en

semble member can not be distinguished from t

he control run using only the275

temperature values. The 20TgS run is the fir

st emission strength with no control run ove

rlap and for which all individual

temperature values. The 20TgS run is the firs

t emission strength with no control run overl

ap and for which all individual

ensemble members show significant increase o

f SWV content and cold point temperatures in 

1991 and even in 1992 where the

1

lower emission runs start to show an increas

ing number of ensemble members overlapping w

ith the control run values again.

This analysis shows the difficulty to regist

er the SWV increases in observational data w

hich collect data for a single realisa-275

5

Formula (7) giving the saturation water vapo

ur pressure above icep

Formula (7) giving the saturation water vapou

r pressure above icep

ice ice

asp asp

ice ice

=exp(9.550426−5723.265/T+ 3.53068ln(T)−0.007

28332T)is

=exp(9.550426−5723.265/T+ 3.53068ln(T)−0.0072

8332T)is

used. This formula is valid for temperatures 

above 110K. With the knowledge ofp

used. This formula is valid for temperatures

 above 110K. With the knowledge ofp

ice ice

and the respective total pressure a calculat

ion of the specific humidity

and the respective total pressure a calculati

on of the specific humidity

is possible. is possible.
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tions of a volcanic eruption. Although signa

ls similar to those of individual eruptions

 can be produced by internal variability

ensemble members show significant increase of 

SWV content and cold point temperatures in 19

91 and even in 1992 where the

lower emission runs start to show an increasi

ng number of ensemble members overlapping wit

h the control run values again.

This analysis shows the difficulty to registe

r the SWV increases in observational data whi

ch collect data for a single realisa-

tions of a volcanic eruption. Although signal

s similar to those of individual eruptions ca

n be produced by internal variability280

of an unperturbed scenario, our larger ensem

ble size allows to extract a robust signal w

hich may be obscured in one single

of an unperturbed scenario, our larger ensemb

le size allows to extract a robust signal whi

ch may be obscured in one single

observational record. observational record.

Figure 8.Seasonal averages of specific humid

ity at the cold point as a function of cold

 point temperature for SON 1991 (a) and 1992 

(b).

Figure 8.Seasonal averages of specific humidi

ty at the cold point as a function of cold po

int temperature for SON 1991 (a) and 1992

 (b).

Values for each individual ensemble member a

re shown as dots for the inner tropics. An a

pproximation (see text) for the Clausius Cla

peyron

Values for each individual ensemble member ar

e shown as dots for the inner tropics. An app

roximation (see text) for the Clausius Clapey

ron

equation at this temperature range with an 1

2%increase of specific humidity perKis shown 

with a dashed grey line. The exact solution

 for

equation at this temperature range with an 1

2%increase of specific humidity perKis shown

 with a dashed grey line. The exact solution

 for

the Clausius Clapeyron Equation over ice by

 Murphy and Koop (2005) is calculated for th

e average ensemble cold point temperatures a

nd

the Clausius Clapeyron Equation over ice by M

urphy and Koop (2005) is calculated for the a

verage ensemble cold point temperatures and

pressure and shown in orange. pressure and shown in orange.

Table 1.Number of ensemble members lying wit

hin the two standard deviations of the corre

sponding control run values with respect to

Table 2.Number of ensemble members lying with

in the two standard deviations of the corresp

onding control run values with respect to

temperature (T) or specific humidity (Q) or

 their union(Q∪T)in 1991 and 1992.

temperature (T) or specific humidity (Q) or t

heir union(Q∪T)in 1991 and 1992.

Case2.5 Tg S5 Tg S10 Tg S20 Tg S40 Tg S Case2.5 Tg S5 Tg S10 Tg S20 Tg S40 Tg S

Q Q

1991 1991

9376000 9376000

T T

1991 1991

9279100 9279100

(Q∪T) (Q∪T)

1991 1991

9382100 9382100

Q Q

1992 1992

97895200 97895200

T T

1992 1992

98906500 98906500

(Q∪T) (Q∪T)

1992 1992

99906500 99906500

3.5    Comparison to the MPI-GE historical s

imulations (Mt. Pinatubo)280

The  importance  of  the  aerosol  profile 

 shape  and  particularly  the  extinction 

 at  the  cold  point  for  the  SWV  entry  

becomes
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3.5    Comparison to the MPI-GE historical si

mulations (Mt. Pinatubo)

The  importance  of  the  aerosol  profile  s

hape  and  particularly  the  extinction  at  

the  cold  point  for  the  SWV  entry  becom

es285

apparent when comparing the results of the EV

Aens members to the Mt. Pinatubo period in th

e MPI-GE historical simulations.

In terms of the amount of emitted sulfur the 

EVAens simulations for 5TgS and 10TgS can be 

seen as bounds of recent

In terms of the amount of emitted sulfur the

 EVAens simulations for 5TgS and 10TgS can be 

seen as bounds of recent

estimates of the sulfur emission of the Mt.

 Pinatubo eruption of (7.5±2.5)TgS (Timmreck 

et al., 2018). As the PADS data

estimates of the sulfur emission of the Mt. P

inatubo eruption of (7.5±2.5)TgS (Timmreck et 

al., 2018). As the PADS data

set describing the Mt. Pinatubo eruption is

 based on observational evidence rather than 

simulated as is the case for the EVA285

set describing the Mt. Pinatubo eruption is b

ased on observational evidence rather than si

mulation results, as is the case for the

data sets only a range and not a set amount

 of emitted sulfur is given.

EVA data sets, only a range and not a set amo

unt of emitted sulfur is given.290

In Fig. 2, which shows the global mean TOA r

adiative imbalance for the MPI-GE historical 

simulations along with the EVAens

In Fig. 2, which shows the global mean TOA ra

diative imbalance for the MPI-GE historical s

imulations along with the EVAens

simulations, the values for the Mt. Pinatubo 

eruption in the MPI-GE historical simulation

s lie between the 5TgS and the 10

simulations, the values for the Mt. Pinatubo

 eruption in the MPI-GE historical simulation

s lie between the 5TgS and the 10

TgS imbalances in 1991. In 1992 the mean MPI

-GE TOA imbalance is slightly more negative

 than the ensemble mean of even

TgS imbalances in 1991. In 1992 the mean MPI-

GE TOA imbalance is slightly more negative th

an the ensemble mean of even

the 10TgS run, but overall the deviations be

tween the 10TgS run and Mt. Pinatubo run in

 the MPI-GE historical simulations290

the 10TgS run, but overall the deviations bet

ween the 10TgS run and Mt. Pinatubo run in th

e MPI-GE historical simulations

are small compared to the standard error of

 the ensemble means.

are small compared to the standard error of t

he ensemble means.295

However the tropical 1992 SWV anomalies in t

he historical simulations show a stronger in

crease than in the10Tg S EVAens

However,  the  tropical  1992  SWV  anomalies  

in  the  historical  simulations  show  a  st

ronger  increase  than  in  the10Tg  S

simulations (absolute values are shown in Fi

g. 7, for percental changes see Fig. B1). In 

particular the seasonal cycle of the tape

EVAens simulations (absolute values are shown 

in Fig. 7, for percental changes see Fig. B

1). In particular, the SWV increases

recorder  is  more  strongly  amplified  in  

the  Mt.  Pinatubo  run  in  1992,  where  t

he  SWV  increase  of  0.7ppmmexceeds  the

show a seasonality enhancing the tape recorde

r amplitude in the historical simulations but 

not to that extent in the EVAens

0.5ppmmvalues of 1991. The heights the corre

sponding SWV increases reach also differ: th

e 0.5ppmmsignal propagates295

simulations. Notable is also a stronger SWV i

ncrease of 1.2ppmvin the Mt. Pinatubo simulat

ions of 1992 exceeding the 1.0

upwards to 20hPain the historical run, where

as in the 10TgS run the 0.5ppmmsignal only r

eaches pressure levels of up to

ppmvof 1991. The heights the corresponding SW

V increases reach also differ: the 0.7ppmvsig

nal propagates upwards to 20300

60hPa. hPain the historical run, whereas in the 10Tg

S run the 0.7ppmvsignal only reaches pressure 

levels of up to 50hPa.

The higher SWV values are caused by a strong

er heating of the atmospheric region around

 the cold point controlling the

The higher SWV values are caused by a stronge

r heating of the atmospheric region around th

e cold point, controlling the

indirect SWV entry. Fig. 9 shows cold point

 temperatures for the example of SON 1992. M

t. Pinatubo in the MPI-GE historical

indirect volcanic SWV entry. Fig. 9 shows col

d point temperatures for the example of SON 1

992. Mt. Pinatubo in the MPI-

simulations reaches values lying between tho

se of the 10TgS and 20TgS run.300

GE historical simulations reaches values lyin

g between those of the 10TgS and 20TgS run. T
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his can be understood when

comparing the aerosol extinction profiles of

 EVA and PADS as proxy for the heating genera

ted by the aerosol layer (Fig. 10).305

18 18

Figure 9.Average cold point temperature in t

he inner tropical region [-5,5]° latitude as 

a function of emitted sulfur for all EVAens

 members in

Figure 9.Average cold point temperature in th

e inner tropical region [-5,5]° latitude as a 

function of emitted sulfur for all EVAens mem

bers in

SON 1992. Each point symbolizes one ensemble 

member, the horizontal lines denote the ense

mble mean. The average cold point temperatur

e

SON 1992. Each point symbolizes one ensemble

 member, the horizontal lines denote the ense

mble mean. The average cold point temperature

range for the historical Mt Pinatubo eruptio

ns (PADS) is shown as a grey line, the shade

d region shows the extent between correspond

ing

range for the historical Mt Pinatubo eruption

s (PADS) is shown as a grey line, the shaded

 region shows the extent between correspondin

g

maximum and minimum cold point temperature. maximum and minimum cold point temperature.

This can be understood when comparing the ae

rosol extinction profiles of EVA and PADS as 

proxy for the heating generated

by the aerosol layer (Fig. 10).

Although the PADS data set Mt. Pinatubo forc

ing has a peak value lying between the 5TgS

 and 10TgS EVA extinctions,

Although the PADS data set Mt. Pinatubo forci

ng has a peak value lying between the 5TgS an

d 10TgS EVA extinctions,

the extinction at the tropopause and cold po

int pressure is slightly higher than the 10T

gS extinction in September 1991 (Fig.

the extinction at the tropopause and cold poi

nt pressure is slightly higher than the 10TgS 

extinction in September 1991 (Fig.

10a and 10c). In September 1992 the PADS dat

a set reaches values of the 20TgS EVA in the 

cold point region and a peak305

10a and 10c). In September 1992 the PADS data 

set reaches values of the 20TgS EVA in the co

ld point region and a peak

extinction comparable to the 10TgS profile

 (Fig. 10b and 10d)

extinction comparable to the 10TgS profile (F

ig. 10b and 10d). A similar behaviour is appa

rent in the solar extinction bands

6 (s. Appendix E1). As the warming of the cold

 point determines the SWV entry anomaly, the

 extinction values at this point will310

. As the warming of the cold point determine

s the SWV entry

have a significant impact.

anomaly, the extinction values at this point 

will have a significant impact.

In 1991 the 10TgS EVA extinction values at t

he cold point are only slightly weaker than

 the extinction values of the PADS

In 1991 the 10TgS EVA extinction values at th

e cold point are only slightly weaker than th

e extinction values of the PADS

forcing set. The SWV values in the MPI-GE hi

storical simulations are nearer to but not e

qual to those in the 10TgS as the

forcing set. The SWV values in the MPI-GE his

torical simulations are nearer to, but not eq

ual, to those in the 10TgS as the

peak extinction values in the 10TgS are more 

than two times larger than the PADS extincti

on values and partially compensate310

peak extinction values in the 10TgS are more

 than two times larger than the PADS extincti

on values and partially compensate

the lower values at the cold point. In 1992

 the situation changes and the MPI-GE shows

 higher SWV values than the 10TgS

the lower values at the cold point. In 1992 t

he situation changes and the MPI-GE shows hig

her SWV values than the 10Tg315

ensemble. The amplification of the SWV entry 

in the second SON after the eruption can be

 attributed to three phenomena. First,

S ensemble. The amplification of the SWV entr

y in the second SON after the eruption can be 

attributed to three phenomena.

the LW-heating was only building up in the n

orthern hemisphere summer of 1991 and had no

t yet reached its maximum value

First, the heating was only building up in th

e northern hemisphere summer of 1991 and had

 not yet reached its maximum value,

as can be seen in the plot for the cold poin

t temperatures (Figure 4). Second, the peak

 extinction values of the PADS data set

as can be seen in the plot for the cold point 

temperatures (Figure 4). Second, the peak ext

inction values of the PADS data set

start to exceed the 10TgS values in 1992, wh

ich may lead to higher SWV-entry values (Fig

start to exceed the 10TgS values in 1992, whi

ch may lead to higher SWV-entry values (Figur
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ure 11a). Third, the LW-extinction315 e 11a). Third, the LW-extinction

at the cold point reaches a second, larger m

aximum around the northern summer of 1992 wi

th values comparable to the 20

at the cold point reaches a second, larger ma

ximum around the northern summer of 1992 with 

values comparable to the 20Tg320

6 S. This second maximum is not represented in

 the EVA-forcing (Figure 11b) and goes along

 with a decrease in the peak forcing

A similar behaviour is apparent in the solar 

extinction bands (s. Appendix E1).

19 19

TgS. This second maximum is not represented

 in the EVA-forcing (Figure 11b) and goes al

ong with a decrease in the peak

difference in the EVAens, which lead to highe

r SWV entry values in the EVAens in 1991. The 

larger difference between peak

forcing difference in the EVAens which lead

 to higher SWV entry values in the EVAens in 

1991

extinction and extinction at the cold point c

ompensated for the very similar extinction va

lues at the cold point in 1991.

7

.

Figure 10.Average tropical aerosol extinctio

n in the 8475-9259nminfrared waveband from E

VA for 5TgS, 10TgS, and 20TgS

Figure 10.Average tropical aerosol extinction 

in the 8475-9259nminfrared waveband from EVA

 for 5TgS, 10TgS, and 20TgS

emissions as well as from PADS in September

 1991 and 1992. The horizontal lines indicat

e the pressure levels of the cold point in t

he region

emissions as well as from PADS in September 1

991 and 1992. The horizontal lines indicate t

he pressure levels of the cold point in the r

egion

between [-5,5] between [-5,5]

◦ ◦

latitude for each eruption strength. (a) and 

(b) show the entire profile. (c) and (d) are 

zooms on the cold point region.

latitude for each eruption strength. (a) and

 (b) show the entire profile. (c) and (d) are 

zooms on the cold point region.

7

The larger difference between peak extinctio

n and extinction at the cold point as well a

s the faster decline of extinction values co

mpensated for the very

similar extinction values at the cold point

 in 1991.

20 20

Figure 11.Temporal evolution of the aerosol

 extinction at the profile peak (a) and the

 cold point region (b) for the 8475-9259 nm

 IR-

Figure 11.Temporal evolution of the aerosol e

xtinction at the profile peak (a) and the col

d point region (b) for the 8475-9259 nm IR-

waveband. waveband.

3.6    Adjusted forcing caused by the SWV in

creases

3.6    Adjusted forcing caused by the SWV inc

reases

In the following the adjusted SWV forcing is 

investigated using the one-dimensional model 

konrad, as described in Sect. 2.2.320

In the following the adjusted SWV forcing is

 investigated using the one-dimensional model 

konrad, as described in Sect. 2.2.325

Fig. 12a shows flux anomalies between an unp

erturbed run and a run perturbed with the in

creased SWV levels of the 40Tg

Fig. 12a shows flux anomalies between an unpe

rturbed run and a run perturbed with the incr

eased SWV levels of the 40Tg

S run but without the volcanic aerosols. Alt

hough SWV levels are increased within the co

mplete stratospheric column, the

S run but without the volcanic aerosols. Alth

ough SWV levels are increased within the comp

lete stratospheric column, the

main flux changes occur in the tropopause re

gion where the enhancement is largest, the a

tmosphere denser and the effect of

main flux changes occur in the tropopause reg

ion where the enhancement is largest, the atm

osphere denser, and the effect of

stratospheric water vapour on the radiative

 forcing strongest (Solomon et al., 2010). I

n this region, the incoming solar radia-

stratospheric water vapour on the radiative f

orcing strongest (Solomon et al., 2010). In t

his region, the incoming solar radiation

tion (SWd) is reduced by absorption, while a

t lower altitudes, there is no difference in 

the shortwave flux. This is caused by325

(SWd) is reduced by absorption, while at lowe

r altitudes there is no difference in the sho

rtwave flux. This is caused by the SWV330
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the SWV absorbing part of the solar spectrum 

which amongst others tropospheric water vapo

ur completely absorbs at lower

absorbing part of the solar spectrum which, a

mongst others, tropospheric water vapour comp

letely absorbs at lower altitudes in

altitudes in the unperturbed run. The reflec

ted solar radiation (SWu) at the surface is

 only changed negligibly since∆SWd at

the unperturbed run. The reflected solar radi

ation (SWu) at the surface is only changed ne

gligibly since∆SWd at the surface

the surface is also negligible. Consequently 

the SW contribution (SWd-SWu) to the adjuste

d forcing at the TOA is very small

is also negligible.

and negative - accounting for a slightly inc

reased scattering due to the SWV.

Consequently, the SW contribution (SWd-SWu) t

o the adjusted forcing at the TOA is very sma

ll and negative - accounting

The emitted long wave radiation (LWu) near t

he surface is unchanged. This is due to our

 setup: As the surface temperature330

for a slightly increased scattering due to th

e SWV.335

The emitted long wave radiation (LWu) near th

e surface is unchanged. This is due to our se

tup: As the surface temperature

is fixed in the perturbed run, the surface L

Wu is fixed as well. The SWV leads to an inc

rease in the tropopause temperatures,

is fixed in the perturbed run, the surface LW

u is fixed as well. The SWV leads to an incre

ase in the tropopause temperatures,

following this increase the emitted long wav

e radiation at the main SWV levels is also i

ncreased as can be seen in the increased

following this increase the emitted long wave 

radiation at the main SWV levels is also incr

eased, as can be seen in the increased

downward long wave radiation (LWd). The outg

oing long wave radiation (LWu) above the tro

popause region is substantially

downward long wave radiation (LWd). The outgo

ing long wave radiation (LWu) above the tropo

pause region is substantially

reduced as the SWV acts as a greenhouse gas

 and traps part of the outgoing radiation. T

his leads to the characteristic net

reduced as the SWV acts as a greenhouse gas a

nd traps part of the outgoing radiation. This 

leads to the characteristic net340

positive forcing of the greenhouse gas at th

e TOA.335

positive forcing of the greenhouse gas at the 

TOA.

A comparison to the instantaneous forcing (F

ig. 12b) shows that the temperature adaptati

ons in the stratosphere significantly

A comparison to the instantaneous forcing (Fi

g. 12b) shows that the temperature adaptation

s in the stratosphere significantly

amplify the SWV forcing. Whereas the atmosph

eric levels with increased SWV are warmed, s

tratospheric cooling is found in

amplify the SWV forcing. Whereas the atmosphe

ric levels with increased SWV are warmed, str

atospheric cooling is found in

higher atmospheric levels, reducing the LWu. 

This effect has to build up though and conse

quently is more pronounced in the

higher atmospheric levels, reducing the LWu.

 This effect has to build up though and conse

quently is more pronounced in the

21 21

adjusted SWV forcing. adjusted SWV forcing. If addition to the stra

tosphere also the troposphere were allowed to 

adjust, part of this effect may be345

340 counterbalanced (Huang et al., 2020).

Figure 12.SW and LW contributions to the tot

al adjusted SWV radiative forcing in the tro

pical stratosphere [-5,5]

Figure 12.SW and LW contributions to the tota

l adjusted SWV radiative forcing in the tropi

cal stratosphere [-5,5]

◦ ◦

latitude for November latitude for November

1992 of the 40TgS eruption. The upward fluxe

s are in solid lines and positive upward, th

e downward fluxes are in dashed lines and po

sitive

1992 of the 40TgS eruption. The upward fluxes 

are in solid lines and positive upward, the d

ownward fluxes are in dashed lines and positi

ve

downward. The difference between the perturb

ed and unperturbed equilibrium state are sho

wn. (a) adjusted forcing (b) instantaneous f

orcing.

downward. The difference between the perturbe

d and unperturbed equilibrium state are show

n. (a) adjusted forcing (b) instantaneous for

cing.

The temporal evolution of the adjusted inner 

tropical SWV forcing is shown for all five e

ruptions strengths in Fig. 13. The

The temporal evolution of the adjusted inner

 tropical SWV forcing is shown for all five e

ruptions strengths in Fig. 13. The

adjusted forcing caused by the SWV, correspo

nding to the 2.5TgS to 10TgS run, is below t

adjusted forcing caused by the SWV, correspon

ding to the 2.5TgS to 10TgS run, is below the 
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he maximum fluctuations caused maximum fluctuations caused

by internal variability denoted by the grey

 line in Fig. 13. The forcing found for thes

e runs could be found for one ensemble

by internal variability denoted by the grey l

ine in Fig. 13. The forcing found for these r

uns could be found for one ensemble350

member in the 0Tgcase as well, although the

 time span in which it would occur would mos

t probably be shorter. The adjusted

member in the 0Tgcase as well, although the t

ime span in which it would occur would most p

robably be shorter. The adjusted

SWV forcing for the 40TgS run reaches values 

of up to 0.65Wm

SWV forcing for the 40TgS run reaches values

 of up to 0.65Wm

−2 −2

.345 .

The signal evolution, especially in the 20Tg

S and 40TgS cases, matches the evolution alr

eady observed for the SWV in-

The signal evolution, especially in the 20TgS 

and 40TgS cases, matches the evolution alread

y observed for the SWV in-

creases in the tropical region, with two sea

sonal peaks. However, since also SWV at pres

sures lower than 100hPacontribute

creases in the tropical region, with two seas

onal peaks. However, since also SWV at pressu

res lower than 100hPacontribute

to the total forcing - although to a smaller 

extent - and the transport out of the tropic

al region with the BDC is slow the first

to the total forcing - although to a smaller

 extent - and the transport out of the tropic

al region with the BDC is slow, the first355

peak forcing times are longer than the peak

 specific humidity values at 100hPain Fig.

 4.

peak forcing times are longer than the peak s

pecific humidity values at 100hPain Fig. 4.

When considering clouds the stratosphericall

y adjusted forcing caused by the additional

 SWV is slightly increased by0.1350

When considering clouds the stratospherically 

adjusted forcing caused by the additional SWV 

is slightly increased by0.1

Wm Wm

−2 −2

at most (compare Appendix Fig. E2). As the c

louds reflect part of the downcoming SW radi

ation some of the SW

at most (compare Appendix Fig. E2). As the cl

ouds reflect part of the down coming SW radia

tion, some of the SW

bands, which could be completely absorbed wh

ile traveling through the complete stratosph

ere and troposphere, are not ab-

bands, which could be completely absorbed whi

le traveling through the complete stratospher

e and troposphere, are not ab-

sorbed entirely. The additional SWV in the s

tratosphere increases the absorption in thes

e bands and reduces the outgoing SW

sorbed entirely. The additional SWV in the st

ratosphere increases the absorption in these

 bands and reduces the outgoing SW360

radiation. This leads to an increase of the

 forcing.

radiation. This leads to an increase of the f

orcing.

355

22 22

Figure 13.Time evolution of the TOA adjusted 

clear sky forcing in the tropical region [-

5,5]

Figure 13.Time evolution of the TOA adjusted

 clear sky forcing in the tropical region [-

5,5]

◦ ◦

latitude for the ensemble mean SWV increases latitude for the ensemble mean SWV increases

caused by all eruption strengths. The blue l

ine marks the eruptions time, the dashed gre

y line shows the threshold up to which devia

tions in

caused by all eruption strengths. The blue li

ne marks the eruptions time, the dashed grey

 line shows the threshold up to which deviati

ons in

radiative fluxes can be caused by internal v

ariability. Shaded areas indicate the flux a

nomaly range originating from the standard d

eviations

radiative fluxes can be caused by internal va

riability. Shaded areas indicate the flux ano

maly range originating from the standard devi

ations

of the SWV profiles are plotted to visualize 

the signal range.

of the SWV profiles are plotted to visualize

 the signal range.

The monthly SWV forcing does not exhibit a l

inear behaviour with respect to the mass of

 emitted sulfur or main IR AOD

The monthly SWV forcing does not exhibit a li

near behaviour with respect to the mass of em

itted sulfur or main IR AOD

waveband (Fig. A5, A6) as was to be expected 

since the monthly cold point temperatures al

so did not change in a linear man-

waveband (Fig. A5, A6) as was to be expected

 since the monthly cold point temperatures al

so did not change in a linear man-

ner with respect to the emitted sulfur mass

 and the temperature increases showed a hyst

ner with respect to the emitted sulfur mass a

nd the temperature increases showed a hystere
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eretic behaviour. However again, when tic behaviour. However again, when365

averaging out the seasonal dependencies and

 partitioning the time after the eruption in 

the signal build up phase (1991, after

averaging out the seasonal dependencies and p

artitioning the time after the eruption in th

e signal build up phase (1991, after

the eruption), the phase of approximately co

nstant forcing (1992), and the phase of decl

ining signal (1993) the relationship360

the eruption), the phase of approximately con

stant forcing (1992) and the phase of declini

ng signal (1993), the relationship

is quasi linear can be fitted to a power function of formaAOD

8 b

. Deviations from the linear trend are intro

duced by the higher eruption strength not re

aching the maximum

+cin the region of interest. Deviations from

 the trend are introduced by the

forcing values as fast as the lower eruption 

strengths in 1991. Additionally, the lower e

ruption strengths already are relaxing

proportionally less warming in the cold point 

region in the higher eruption strengths as th

e main AOD increases occur in the

to the background state in 1993. Compared to 

the cold point - AOD relation the signal bui

ld up and relaxation back to the

region of peak forcing. Compared to the cold

 point - AOD relation the signal build up and 

relaxation back to the ground state370

ground state is damped as the transport of t

he SWV into the stratosphere and out of the

 tropical region takes place over longer

is damped as the transport of the SWV into th

e stratosphere and out of the tropical region 

takes place over longer timescales

timescales than the cold point warming or co

oling respectively.365

than the cold point warming or cooling respec

tively.

8

Although the relationship is of second order 

the second order term does not lead to a lar

ge contribution within the examined region.

23 23

Figure 14.Yearly averages of adjusted forcin

g due to the additional SWV as a function of 

AOD (IR, 8475-9259 nm) for the three examine

d

Figure 14.Yearly averages of adjusted forcing 

due to the additional SWV as a function of AO

D (IR, 8475-9259 nm) for the three examined

years (1991-1993). A second order fit for ea

ch year with corresponding equation is show

n.

years (1991-1993). A power function fit for e

ach year with corresponding equation is show

n.

As the SWV forcing counteracts the volcanic 

forcing its relation to the aerosol forcing

 is of interest. Fig. 15a shows the

As the SWV forcing counteracts the volcanic f

orcing, its relation to the aerosol forcing i

s of interest. Fig. 15a shows the

tropical aerosol forcing as calculated using 

the double radiation call in the MPI-ESM. Fo

r the evaluation of the forcing in the

tropical aerosol forcing as calculated using

 the double radiation call in the MPI-ESM. Fo

r the evaluation of the forcing in the375

double radiation call different conventions

 exists as far as the evaluation at the TOA

 or the tropopause are concerned (e.g.

double radiation call different conventions e

xists as far as the evaluation at the TOA or

 the tropopause are concerned (e.g.

compare Forster et al. (2016)). As the doubl

e radiation call is used to determine an ins

tantaneous forcing the readout at the370

compare Forster et al. (2016)). As the double 

radiation call is used to determine an instan

taneous forcing, the readout at the

tropopause level would be following the stan

dard convention as defined by Hansen et al.

 (2005) or in the IPCC. However we

tropopause level would be following the stand

ard convention as defined by Hansen et al. (2

005) or in the IPCC. However, we

present both values for the entire and inner 

tropics to allow for an easy comparison to o

ther studies. The relative magnitude of

present both values for the entire and inner

 tropics to allow for an easy comparison to o

ther studies. The relative magnitude of

the SWV adjusted forcing with respect to the 

aerosol forcing increases approximately line

arly until September 1992 and then

the SWV adjusted forcing with respect to the

 aerosol forcing increases approximately line

arly until September 1992 and then380

reaches a constant values of around 2.5 % fo

r the readout at the tropopause and 4 % perc

ent for the readout at the TOA (Fig.

reaches a constant values of around 2.5 % for 

the readout at the tropopause and 4 % percent 

for the readout at the TOA (Fig.

15b).375 15b).

24 24

Figure 15.(a) Time evolution of the tropical 

aerosol forcing for the 10TgS run as calcula

Figure 15.(a) Time evolution of the tropical

 aerosol forcing for the 10TgS run as calcula
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ted using the double radiation call in the M

PI-

ted using the double radiation call in the MP

I-

ESM. The forcing is evaluated for the inner

 and entire tropics at the tropopause and th

e TOA. (b) Time evolution of the percentage

 of aerosol

ESM. The forcing is evaluated for the inner a

nd entire tropics at the tropopause and the T

OA. (b) Time evolution of the percentage of a

erosol

forcing counterbalanced by the SWV forcing i

n the inner and entire tropics .

forcing counterbalanced by the SWV forcing in 

the inner and entire tropics .

4    Discussion 4    Discussion

4.1    Magnitude of SWV increases due to ind

irect mechanism

4.1    Magnitude of SWV increases due to indi

rect volcanic mechanism

In general, the annual cycle of the tropical 

tropopause temperatures account for a variat

ion of SWV content of±1.4ppmv≈

In general, the annual cycle of the tropical

 tropopause temperatures accounts for a varia

tion of the SWV content of±1.4ppmv385

0.87ppmmaround the mean background at 110hPa

in SAGE II data of the early 1990s (Mote et

 al., 1996). In the MPI-GE the

around the mean background at 110hPain SAGE I

I data of the early 1990s (Mote et al., 1996) 

and±1.0-1.3ppmvbased on

variations of the SWV tape recorder signal a

t the same height is lower: it reaches±0.69p

pmmat most. However the SAGE380

the SPARC Data Initiative multi-insturment me

an (SDI MIM) at 100hPain 2005-2010 (Davis et

 al., 2017). In the MPI-GE

II data which Mote et al. (1996) used fell i

n the era of the Mt. Pinatubo eruption and m

ay be biased due to an amplification of

the variation in the SWV tape recorder signal 

at the same height reaches up to±1.1ppmv. Thi

s is in accordance with the

the seasonal signal by the presence of the a

erosol layer, an effect leading to maximum d

eviations of up to±1.0ppmmin the

SDI MIM and only slightly lower than the SAGE 

II data. The slightly higher values reported

 for early 1990 fall into the era

10TgS scenarios of the EVAens simulations. of the Mt. Pinatubo eruption, however, and ma

y be increased compared to the multiyear mean 

due to an amplification of the390

In the case of volcanic perturbations, the a

lterations in SWV content caused by the indi

rect entry mechanism via tropopause

seasonal signal by the presence of the aeroso

l layer, an effect leading to maximum deviati

ons of up to±1.6ppmvin the 10

warming after volcanic eruptions can surpass 

the SWV variations due to the annual cycle.

 In our simulations, deviations of385

TgS scenario of the EVAens simulations.

more than±0.69ppmmare produced in the simula

tions for emissions equal to or larger than 

10TgS eruption, which is an

In  the  case  of  volcanic  perturbations,  

the  alterations  in  SWV  content  caused  b

y  the  indirect  temperature  controlled  en

try

upper bound of the emission estimate for the 

Mt. Pinatubo eruption (Timmreck et al., 201

8). The SWV anomaly caused by

mechanism via tropopause warming after volcan

ic eruptions can surpass the SWV variations d

ue to the annual cycle. In our

the 2.5TgS eruption is comparable to changes 

caused by the Quasi Biennial Oscillation (QB

O) which are [0.1-0.2]ppmm

simulations deviations of more than±1.1ppmvar

e produced in the simulations for emissions e

qual to or larger than 10TgS395

according to the regression analysis by Dess

ler et al. (2013), whereas the 10TgS has an

 impact stronger than the changes in

eruption, which is an upper bound of the emis

sion estimate for the Mt. Pinatubo eruption

 (Timmreck et al., 2018). The SWV

the Brewer Dobson Circulations (maximum 0.4p

pmm).390

anomaly caused by the 2.5TgS eruption is comp

arable to changes caused by the Quasi Biennia

l Oscillation (QBO), which are

In climate change studies the stratospheric

 water vapour is also affected by doubledCO

[0.16-0.32]ppmvaccording to the regression an

alysis by Dessler et al. (2013), whereas the

 10TgS has an impact stronger

than the changes in the BDC (maximum 0.65ppm

v).

In climate change studies, the stratospheric

 water vapour is also affected by doubledCO

2 2

concentrations. The SST increase concentrations. The SST increase400

leads to a consequent atmospheric humidity i

ncrease amounting up to 6-10 % in the strato

sphere, with values exceeding 10

leads to a consequent atmospheric humidity in

crease, amounting up to 6-10 % in the stratos

phere, with values exceeding 10

% in the lower stratosphere (Wang et al. (20

20)). These changes of SWV due to increasedC

% in the lower stratosphere (Wang et al. (202

0)). These changes of SWV due to increasedCO
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2 2

levels are comparable to levels are comparable to

increases caused by the smaller eruptions of 

2.5TgS and 5TgS. However, the SWV changes du

e to volcanic eruptions are

25 25

only temporary.395 increases caused by the smaller eruptions of

 2.5TgS and 5TgS. However, the SWV changes du

e to volcanic eruptions are

only temporary.

405

4.2    Comparison to studies based on reanal

ysis data

4.2    Comparison to studies based on reanaly

sis data

While our model study has the advantage that 

the large ensemble size allows to determine

 the statistical significance of SWV

While our model study has the advantage that

 the large ensemble size allows determining t

he statistical significance of SWV

increases and the spread of responses to a v

olcanic eruption due to internal variability 

of the earth system, a model study

increases, and the spread of responses to a v

olcanic eruption due to internal variability

 of the earth system, a model study is

is always limited by the ability of the mode

l to represent the earth system realisticall

y. Individual models may differ in the400

always limited by the ability of the model to 

represent the earth system realistically. Ind

ividual models may differ in the pa-

parametrization of convection, the entry of

 water vapour into the stratosphere and trop

opause height. The aerosol profiles used

rameterization of convection, the entry of wa

ter vapour into the stratosphere and tropopau

se height. The aerosol profiles used410

in this study are artificial in case of the

 EVAens and will include uncertainties of th

e retrieval in case of the PADS data set. As

in this study are artificial in case of the E

VAens and will include uncertainties of the r

etrieval in case of the PADS data set. As

our results are therefore at first only repr

esentative for the model used in our study,

 a comparison to results based on or derived

our results are therefore at first only repre

sentative for the model used in our study, a

 comparison to results based on or derived

from observational evidence of SWV changes a

fter volcanic eruptions is desirable.

from observational evidence of SWV changes af

ter volcanic eruptions is desirable.

405 During the Mt. Pinatubo period, observations

 of SWV are scarce, especially as solar occul

tation measurements by HALOE415

During the Mt. Pinatubo period observations

 of SWV are scarce, especially as solar occu

ltation measurements done by

and SAGE II suffered from aerosol interferenc

e in this time period. Therefore, the data us

age is discouraged (e.g. Fueglistaler

HALOE and SAGE II in this time period suffer

ed from aerosol interference. Therefore, the 

data usage is discouraged (e.g.

et al. (2013)). Although Fueglistaler et al.

 (2013) mention "anomalously large anomalies" 

of SWV values shortly after the Mt.

Fueglistaler et al. (2013)). Although Fuegli

staler et al. (2013) mention "anomalously la

rge anommalies" of SWV values shortly

Pinatubo eruption in SAGE II data, they also

 warn that the measurements may be biased by

 aerosol artifacts since the SWV

after the Mt. Pinatubo eruption in SAGE II d

ata, they also warn that the measurements ma

y be biased by aerosol artifacts since

signal is not present in the HALOE data. Howe

ver, in the Boulder balloon data a 1-2ppmvinc

rease of SWV at 24-26kmand

the SWV signal is not present in the HALOE d

ata. We will therefore compare our results n

ot directly to satellite observations410

18-20kmlevels is registered for 1992 (Oltmans 

et al., 2000). Most likely due to additional

 contribution from e.g. methane420

but to the outcome of two regression analysi

s studies of SWV entry fed by reanalysis inp

ut by Dessler et al. (2014) and Tao

oxidation or ENSO signals, the maximum increa

se is slightly larger than the 1.0-1.2ppmvsho

wn for the tropical region in

et al. (2019). Figure 7 or the value of approximately 0.5ppm

vat 70hPaat corresponding latitude (compare A

ppendix F1). Angell (1997)

report the stratospheric warming due the erup

tion of Mt. Pinatubo based on radiosonde dat

a. The warmest seasonal anomaly

in the 100-50hPalayer at the equator is (2.0

±0.8)K, where we find 1.8Kfor the 5TgS and 5.

2Kfor the 10TgS scenario
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in OND 1991. An estimate of the corresponding 

SWV increase at background levels of 4.5-5ppm

vis 1.13-1.3ppmv, in425

accordance with our findings (Figure 7).

As more regression analyses exist based on re

analysis data, we now compare our results not 

directly to observations but to the

outcome of two regression analysis studies of 

SWV entry fed by the reanalysis input by Dess

ler et al. (2014) and Tao et al.

(2019).

430

Dessler et al. (2014) studied the different

 contributors to SWV entry at 82hPaslightly

 above the tropical tropopause in their

Dessler et al. (2014) studied the different c

ontributors to SWV entry at 82hPaslightly abo

ve the tropical tropopause in their

model by using a regression analysis on data 

output from a trajectory model fed by MERRA

 reanalysis input (Rienecker et al.,415

model by using a regression analysis on data

 output from a trajectory model fed by MERRA

 reanalysis input (Rienecker et al.,

2011). They found a maximum increase of 0.34

ppmv≈0.21ppmmin the residual which partially 

overlapped with the AOD

2011). They found a maximum increase of 0.34p

pmvin the residual, which partially overlappe

d the AOD increase caused by

increase caused by the Mt. Pinatubo eruptio

n. This value is lower than our finding of u

p to (0.5-0.7)ppmmincrease in the first

the Mt. Pinatubo eruption. This value is lowe

r than our finding of up to (0.8-1.1)ppmvincr

ease in the first and second post

and second post eruption year. Our higher va

lue may be explained by the different quanti

fication approaches: whereas Dessler

eruption year. Our higher value may be explai

ned by the different quantification approache

s: whereas Dessler et al. (2014) in-435

et al. (2014) indirectly quantified the SWV

 increase due to Mt. Pinatubo in the residua

ls after subtracting contributing terms

directly quantified the SWV increase due to M

t. Pinatubo in the residuals after subtractin

g contributing terms like the BDC, we

like the Brewer Dobson Circulation (BDC), we 

directly quantified the additional SWV entry 

by taking the difference between420

the MPI-GE historical ensemble with volcanic 

aerosol and the EVAens control run. This all

owed us to avoid the subtraction

of SWV entry caused by the volcanic eruption 

but attributed to other sources. For exampl

e, in the Dessler et al. (2014) study,

the BDC term is described by the heating in

 the 82hParegion, but part of this may be ca

used by the presence of the volcanic

aerosol layer. Our method also eliminates ot

her sources of SWV, that may have caused the 

SWV increase prior to the Mt.

Pinatubo eruption in the residual of Dessler 

et al. (2014). Additionally the tropopause i

n our historical simulation is located at425

pressures larger than 100hPa. Dessler et al. 

(2014) report that 82hPais slightly above th

e tropopause. Their possibly higher

lying tropopause may also explain part of th

e difference.

26 26

Tao et al. (2019) use MERRA-2 (Gelaro et a

l., 2017), JRA-55 (Kobayashi et al., 2015) a

nd ERAinterim (Dee et al., 2011)

directly quantified the additional SWV entry

 by taking the difference between the MPI-GE

 historical ensemble with volcanic

reanalysis data for the Mt. Pinatubo eruptio

n in their trajectory model. The SWV increas

e attributed to the volcanic eruption430

aerosol and the EVAens control run. This allo

wed us to avoid the subtraction of SWV entry

 caused by the volcanic eruption

ranges between 0.4ppmv≈0.2ppmm(ERAinterim) a

nd 0.8ppmv≈0.5ppmm(MERRA-2 and JRA-55). Only 

MERRA-2

but attributed to other sources. For example, 

in the Dessler et al. (2014) study, the BDC t

erm is described by the heating in

explicitly accounts for the volcanic aerosol the 82hParegion, but part of this may be caus
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(Fujiwara et al. (2017)); the corresponding 

0.5ppmmSWV increase is in good

ed by the presence of the volcanic aerosol la

yer. Our method also eliminates440

agreement with the SWV increases found in th

e first post eruption year in our historical 

simulations, although our SWV increase

other sources of SWV that may have caused the 

SWV increase prior to the Mt. Pinatubo erupti

on in the residual of Dessler

in the second post eruption year of 0.7ppmmi

s larger. As analyzed in Sect. 3.5 this high

er increase is mainly caused by the

et al. (2014). Additionally, the tropopause i

n our historical simulation is located at pre

ssures larger than 100hPa. Dessler et al.

height of the aerosol layer with respect to

 the cold point. Since the aerosol profiles

 are imported on fixed pressure levels, with

-435

(2014) report that 82hPais slightly above the 

tropopause. Their possibly higher lying tropo

pause may also explain part of the

out prescribing the distance between the tro

popause and the aerosol layer, and the tropo

pause heights differ amongst various

difference.

models, the comparison between different stu

dies and models would be facilitated if not

 only the total volcanic forcing but also

Tao et al. (2019) use MERRA-2 (Gelaro et al., 

2017), JRA-55 (Kobayashi et al., 2015) and ER

Ainterim (Dee et al., 2011)445

the heating in the region were reported when 

quantifying and comparing volcanically induc

ed SWV increases. A tropopause

reanalysis data for the Mt. Pinatubo eruption 

in their trajectory model. The SWV increase a

ttributed to the volcanic eruption

located at larger pressure in the second pos

t eruption summer in the reanalysis data cou

ld explain the differences between the

ranges between 0.4ppmv(ERAinterim) and 0.8ppm

v(MERRA-2 and JRA-55). Only MERRA-2 explicitl

y accounts for the

maximum values of 0.5ppmmby Tao et al. (201

9) using the MERRA-2 reanalysis and our resu

lts amounting up to 0.7ppmm440

volcanic aerosol (Fujiwara et al. (2017)): th

eir corresponding 0.8ppmvSWV increase is in g

ood agreement with the SWV

in the second post eruption summer as it wou

ld lead to a lower heating rate in the cold

 point region and consequently a reduced

increases found in the first post eruption ye

ar in our historical simulations, although ou

r SWV increase in the second post

water vapour entry compared to the control y

ears. Additionally our model does not includ

e interactive chemistry -H

eruption year of 1.1ppmvis larger. As analyze

d in Sect. 3.5, this higher increase is mainl

y caused by the height of the aerosol450

layer with respect to the cold point. Since t

he aerosol profiles are imported on fixed pre

ssure levels, without prescribing the

distance between the tropopause and the aeros

ol layer, and the tropopause heights differ a

mongst various models, the compar-

ison between different studies and models wou

ld be facilitated if not only the total volca

nic forcing but also the heating in the

region were reported when quantifying and com

paring volcanically induced SWV increases. A 

tropopause located at larger

pressure in the second post eruption summer i

n the reanalysis data could explain the diffe

rences between the maximum values455

of 0.8ppmvby Tao et al. (2019) using the MERR

A-2 reanalysis and our results amounting up t

o 1.1ppmvin the second post

eruption summer, as it would lead to a lower

 heating rate in the cold point region and co

nsequently a reduced water vapour

entry compared to the control years. Addition

ally, our model does not include interactive

 chemistry -H

2 2

Osinks Osinks could reduce

could reduce the amount of water vapour and

 especially the build up in the second poste

r eruption summer. However Löffler

the amount of water vapour and especially the 

build up in the second post eruption summer. 

However, Löffler et al. (2016)

et al. (2016) also found a stronger SWV incr

ease in the second post eruption summer when 

investigating the perturbations of

also found a stronger SWV increase in the sec

ond post eruption summer when investigating t

he perturbations of stratospheric460
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stratospheric water vapour using nudged chem

istry-climate model simulations with prescri

bed aerosol for the Mt. Pinatubo445

water vapour using nudged chemistry-climate m

odel simulations with prescribed aerosol for

 the Mt. Pinatubo eruption. The

eruption. The SWV increases for the Mt. Pina

tubo eruption reach values of up to 35 % com

pared to the unperturbed run in

SWV increases for the Mt. Pinatubo eruption r

each values of up to 35 % compared to the unp

erturbed run in the inner tropical

the inner tropical average. Thus our finding 

of an increase of 25 % above the unperturbed 

levels for the historical simulations

average. Thus, our finding of an increase of

 25 % above the unperturbed levels for the hi

storical simulations (compare Fig. B1)

(compare Fig. B1) lies between the estimates 

from reanalysis data by Tao et al. (2019) an

d the chemistry climate studies by

lies between the estimates from reanalysis da

ta by Tao et al. (2019) and the chemistry cli

mate studies by Löffler et al. (2016).

Löffler et al. (2016) In the EVAens, where the temporal evolution o

f the extinction profile does not lead to as 

drastic changes in the vertical shape465

In the EVAens, where the temporal evolution

 of the extinction profile does not lead to

 as drastical changes in the vertical shape4

50

as in the PADS forcing data set, the tempora

l evolution of the increase in SWV is simila

r to the evolution found by Tao et al.

as in the PADS forcing data set, the temporal 

evolution of the increase in SWV is similar t

o the evolution found by Tao et al.

(2019), with only one prominent maximum. Max

imum values of SWV increase are in the range 

of 0.2ppmmand 0.7ppmm

(2019), with only one prominent maximum. Maxi

mum values of SWV increase are in the range o

f 0.3ppmvand 1.1ppmv

for the 5TgS and 10TgS EVAens runs - coverin

g the estimated sulfur emission range of Mt. 

Pinatubo and in agreement with

for the 5TgS and 10TgS EVAens runs - covering 

the estimated sulfur emission range of Mt. Pi

natubo and in agreement with

Tao et al. (2019). Tao et al. (2019).

455 470

4.3    SWV contributions due to the indirect 

and direct injection

The main difference between the direct and i

ndirect mechanism is that the indirect pathw

ay is active for the entire life time

of the volcanic aerosol in the lower stratos

phere, whereas the direct injection is a sin

gular event. There is no study known to

us comparing the SWV entry due to both event

s within one framework. Although up to 80 %

 of the eruption volume can be

water vapour (Coffey (1996)), rapid condensa

tion can remove 80-90 % of this humidity on

 the way to the stratosphere (Glaze460

et al. (1997)). There are only a few cases o

f direct injections reported, which cover re

latively small eruption events. The water

vapour within the eruption column which reac

hed the stratosphere did not lead to elevate

d SWV above background for more

27 27

than a week locally in the few cases reporte

d, i.e the eruption of Kasatochi (2008) with 

maximum SWV content of 9 ppmv≈

4.3    SWV contributions due to the indirect

 volcanic and direct volcanic injection

5.6 ppmm (Schwartz et al., 2013) lasting for 

around 1 day, the eruption of Calbuco (2015) 

with 10 ppmv≈6.2ppmmvalues

Unlike the direct volcanic mechanism the indi

rect volcanic pathway is active for the entir

e life time of the volcanic aerosol in

for approximately a week (Sioris et al. (201

6a)) and the eruption of Mt. Saint Helens wi

th (64±4)ppmv≈(40±2)ppmm465

the lower stratosphere, whereas the direct vo

lcanic injection is a singular event. There i

s no study known to us comparing the

(Murcray et al. (1981)) detectable above bac

kground for around a week, but only on local 

and not global scale. In the case of

SWV entry due to both events within one frame

work. Although up to 80 % of the eruption vol

ume can be water vapour (Coffey

the Mt. Pinatubo eruption the model estimate (1996)), rapid condensation can remove 80-90
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s for the direct injection tended to have a

 larger range and maximum values than

 % of this humidity on the way to the stratos

phere (Glaze et al. (1997)). There are475

the estimates based on observational data (J

oshi and Jones, 2009). In contrast the indir

ect pathway allows for slower, but more

only a few cases of direct volcanic injection

s reported, which cover relatively small erup

tion events. The water vapour within

continuous, raised stratospheric water vapou

r levels ultimately spread throughout the gl

obe but with lower peak values. These

the eruption column reaching the stratosphere 

did not lead to elevated SWV above background 

for more than a week locally

enhanced SWV levels are detectable in our en

semble mean even years after the actual volc

anic eruption if the emitted sulfur470

in the few cases reported, i.e the eruption o

f Kasatochi (2008) with maximum SWV content o

f 9ppmv(Schwartz et al., 2013)

amount is large enough (larger than 10TgS).

 Depending on the explosivity of the volcano 

the relative contributions of the

lasting for around 1 day, the eruption of Cal

buco (2015) with 10 ppmv values for approxima

tely a week (Sioris et al. (2016a)),

direct and indirect injection mechanism to S

WV increases should change: for small erupti

ons the direct injection will lead to

and the eruption of Mt. Saint Helens with (64

±4)ppmv(Murcray et al. (1981)) detectable abo

ve background for around a480

a relatively high increase in SWV, which is

 short lived and spatially confined. For the 

larger eruptions this short lived SWV

week, but only on local and not global scale. 

In the case of the Mt. Pinatubo eruption the

 model estimates for the direct volcanic

enhancement is followed by a relatively stab

le increase of SWV which spreads throughout

 the entire globe, dominating the

injection tended to have a larger range and m

aximum values than the estimates based on obs

ervational data (Joshi and Jones,

SWV increase due to the volcanic eruption.47

5

2009). In contrast, the indirect volcanic pat

hway allows for slower, but more continuous,

 raised stratospheric water vapour

4.4    SWV Forcing levels ultimately spreading throughout the gl

obe but with lower peak values. These enhance

d SWV levels are detectable in our

In our simulations the adjusted forcing caus

ed by the increase of SWV in the tropical re

gion amounts to maximally 2.5 to

ensemble mean even years after the actual vol

canic eruption if the emitted sulfur amount i

s larger than 10TgS. Depending485

4 percent of the tropical aerosol forcing in 

the same time frame for the 10TgS eruption.

 However, although a decline of

on the explosivity of the volcano, the relati

ve contributions of the direct and indirect v

olcanic injection mechanisms to SWV

the tropical forcing within the three year t

ime-frame is found, the forcing around the c

omplete globe will last longer than the

increases should change: for small eruptions

 the direct volcanic injection will lead to a 

relatively high increase in SWV, which

impact of the volcanic aerosols. The decline 

in tropical stratospheric water vapour is ca

used by its transport to the poles by480

is short lived and spatially confined. For th

e larger eruptions this short lived SWV enhan

cement is followed by a relatively

the Brewer Dobson Circulation, leading to a

 regional shift of the location of the SWV f

orcing (see Fig. F1). Forster and Shine

stable increase of SWV which spreads througho

ut the entire globe, dominating the SWV incre

ase due to the volcanic eruption.

(2002) found the polar SWV forcing to be 2.5 

times stronger than the tropical forcing: Si

nce in the polar region the tropopause

4.4    SWV Forcing490

height is lower and the water vapour content 

is generally lower, SWV increases of the sam

e magnitude have a much larger

In our simulations the adjusted forcing cause

d by the increase of SWV in the tropical regi

on amounts to maximally 2.5 to 4

impact there than in the tropical region. Ba

sed on the factor of 2.5, the 40TgS run 1993 

values would cause an adjusted

percent of the tropical aerosol forcing over

 the time frame for the 10TgS eruption. Howev

er, although a decline of the tropical

forcing of up to 0.5Wm forcing within the three year time-frame is f

ound, the forcing around the complete globe w

ill last longer than the impact of

the volcanic aerosols. The decline in tropica

l stratospheric water vapour is caused by its 

transport to the poles by the BDC,

leading to a regional shift of the location o

f the SWV forcing (see Fig. F1). Forster and 

Shine (2002) found the polar SWV495

forcing to be 2.5 times stronger than the tro

pical forcing: Since in the polar region the 

tropopause height is lower and the water
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vapour content is generally lower, SWV increa

ses of the same magnitude have a much larger 

impact there than in the tropical

region. Based on the factor of 2.5, the 40TgS 

run 1993 values would cause an adjusted forci

ng of up to 0.5Wm

−2 −2

in the polar region, whereas the aerosol for

cing is back to the background levels of the 

2.5TgS485

in the

run by 1993. This shift in relative magnitud

e is one of the factors contributing to the

 positive TOA imbalance at the end of

polar region, whereas the aerosol forcing is

 back to the levels of the 2.5TgS run by 199

3. This shift in relative magnitude is

1993 (for 20 Tg S and 40 Tg S in Fig. 2). one of the factors contributing to the positi

ve TOA imbalance at the end of 1993 (for 20 T

g S and 40 Tg S in Fig. 2).500

For the eruption of Mt. Pinatubo with (7.5

±2.5)TgS emitted, earlier estimates of SWV f

orcing exist. Joshi and Shine

For the eruption of Mt. Pinatubo, with (7.5

±2.5)TgS emitted, earlier estimates of SWV fo

rcing exist. Joshi and Shine

(2003) calculated the global SWV forcing to

 be 0.1Wm

(2003) calculated the global SWV forcing to b

e 0.1Wm

−2 −2

. Our 10TgS adjusted forcing results of up t

o 0.11Wm

. Our 10TgS adjusted forcing results of up to 

0.11Wm

−2 −2

are490 are

28

nearer to the estimate by Joshi and Shine (2

003) than our 5TgS results of up to 0.03Wm

nearer to the estimate by Joshi and Shine (20

03) than our 5TgS results of up to 0.03Wm

−2 −2

. In 1992, the adjusted forcing . In 1992, the adjusted forcing

in the inner tropics lies between [0.02 - 0.

03]Wm

in the inner tropics lies between [0.02 - 0.0

3]Wm

−2 −2

for the 5TgS and [0.06 - 0.11]Wm for the 5TgS and [0.06 - 0.11]Wm

−2 −2

for the 10TgS scenarios. The for the 10TgS scenarios.505

better agreement of our 10TgS adjusted SWV f

orcing with Joshi and Shine (2003) value for 

the Mt. Pinatubo SWV forcing

The better agreement of our 10TgS adjusted SW

V forcing with Joshi and Shine (2003) value f

or the Mt. Pinatubo SWV

can be attributed to two points: First, the

 form and location of the forcing profile wi

th respect to the cold point is crucial when

forcing can be attributed to two points: Firs

t, the form and location of the forcing profi

le with respect to the cold point is crucial

comparing model results of increased SWV lev

els and the consequent changes in SWV forcin

g (s. Sect. 3.5). This may con-495

when comparing model results of increased SWV 

levels and the consequent changes in SWV forc

ing (s. Sect. 3.5). This may

tribute to differences between values from J

oshi and Shine (2003) and our analysis. Seco

nd, the polar forcing will be stronger

contribute to differences between our values

 and the ones in the Joshi and Shine (2003) a

nalysis. Second, the polar forcing will

28 be stronger than the tropical forcing which w

as calculated with konrad. Using the ratio of 

polar forcing to tropical forcing by510

Forster and Shine (2002), the polar estimate

 would be [0.05 - 0.08]Wm

than the tropical forcing which was calculat

ed with konrad. Using the ratio of polar for

cing to tropical forcing by Forster and

Shine (2002) the polar estimate would be [0.

05 - 0.08]Wm

−2 −2

for 5TgS and [0.15 - 0.28]Wm for 5TgS and [0.15 - 0.28]Wm

−2 −2

for 10TgS. for 10TgS.

In their study on direct SWV entry for the K In their study on direct volcanic SWV entry f
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rakatau eruption Joshi and Jones (2009) foun

d a LW-forcing of +(0.33±0.09)500

or the Krakatau eruption Joshi and Jones (200

9) found a LW-forcing of +(0.33

Wm ±0.09)Wm

−2 −2

for a direct entry above 100hPaof 1.5ppmv≈0.

933ppmmusing the downward TOA heat flux, cli

mate feedback

for a direct volcanic entry above 100hPaof 1.

5ppmvusing the downward TOA heat flux, climat

e feedback

parameter and near surface temperature chang

es. They chose a relatively high estimate of 

SWV increase, which would approx-

parameter, and near surface temperature chang

es. They chose a relatively high estimate of

 SWV increase, which would approx-515

imately correspond to the SWV increases in o

ur 20TgS eruption run. As the TOA-SW contrib

ution to our forcing is negligible

imately correspond to the SWV increases in ou

r 20TgS eruption run. As the TOA-SW contribut

ion to our forcing is negligible

(s. Fig. 12) a comparison to our total forci

ng is possible. The corresponding value of

 [0.21 - 0.33]Wm

(s. Fig. 12) a comparison to our total forcin

g is possible. The corresponding value of [0.

21 - 0.33]Wm

−2 −2

is in the lower part is in the lower part

of the range found by Joshi and Jones (200

9), which is likely caused mainly by the res

triction of our study to the tropical regio

n.505

of the range found by Joshi and Jones (2009), 

which is likely caused mainly by the restrict

ion of our study to the tropical region.

Krishnamohan et al. (2019) also mentioned th

e contribution of aerosol induced SWV change

s to the flux changes at the

Krishnamohan et al. (2019) also mentioned the 

contribution of aerosol induced SWV changes t

o the flux changes at the520

TOA in a geoengineering study, however they

 did not explicitly calculate it. The amount 

of short wave forcing they attribute

TOA in a geoengineering study, however they d

id not explicitly calculate it. The amount of 

short wave forcing they attribute

to additional SWV is much higher than our va

lue and also positive. Presumably these diff

erences are caused by the forcing

to additional SWV is much higher than our val

ue and also positive. Presumably these differ

ences are caused by the forcing

including tropospheric adjustments and using 

a 2 xCO

including tropospheric adjustments and using

 a 2 xCO

2 2

reference frame and thus can not be compared 

to our study.510

reference frame and thus can not be compared

 to our study.

In order to put the adjusted radiative SWV f

orcing due to the indirect pathway into a br

oader context we compare it with

In order to put the adjusted radiative SWV fo

rcing due to the indirect volcanic pathway in

to a broader context we compare525

SWV forcing due to anthropogenicCO it with SWV forcing due to anthropogenicCO

2 2

and methane releases: the rate of radiative

 forcing increase due toCO

and methane releases: the rate of radiative f

orcing increase due toCO

2 2

in the 2000s in

9 the 2000s

2

reached values of almost 0.03Wm reached values of almost 0.03Wm

−2 −2

year year

−1 −1

and a total of (1.82±0.19)Wm and a total of (1.82±0.19)Wm

−2 −2

for the time frame from 1750 to 2011, wherea

s

for the 1750 to 2011 time frame,

the additional radiative forcing due to meth

ane in the same time frame is (0.48±0.05)Wm

whereas the additional radiative forcing due

 to methane in the same time frame is (0.48

±0.05)Wm

−2 −2

(Myhre et al., 2013) (Myhre et al., 2013)

10 3

. The515 .

forcing caused by the SWV entering the strat

osphere via the indirect entry mechanism exc

eeds the yearly increase of forcing

The forcing caused by the SWV entering the st

ratosphere via the indirect volcanic entry me

chanism exceeds the yearly increase
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due toCO of forcing due toCO

2 2

in the 2000s starting with the 5TgS run. The 

peak adjusted tropical SWV forcing for the 4

0TgS scenario

in the 2000s starting with the 5TgS run. The

 peak adjusted tropical SWV forcing for the 4

0TgS530

amounts to one third of the totalCO scenario amounts to one third of the totalCO

2 2

forcing (due to the accumulated emissions fr

om 1750 to 2011) and is larger than the

forcing (due to the accumulated emissions fro

m 1750 to 2011) and is larger

forcing due to methane emissions for the sam

e period.

than the forcing due to methane emissions for 

the same period.

4.5    Predictability of responses520 4.5    Predictability of responses

The increase in cold point temperature and S

WV are delayed events. Time is required for

 it to build up the signals as the

The increase in cold point temperature and SW

V are delayed events. Time is required for it 

to build up the signals as the

aerosols warm the cold point region allowing 

more water vapour transit into the stratosph

ere. An approximately stable phase

aerosols warm the cold point region allowing

 more water vapour transit into the stratosph

ere. An approximately stable phase535

with fluctuations due to the seasonal cycle

 is attained a couple of months after erupti

on. The cold point warming has stabilized.

2

The SWV forcing is mainly determined by the

 additional SWV entering the stratosphere ea

ch month as the tropopause region

is the region in which WV has the strongest

 radiative effect. The corresponding build u

p of tropical SWV forcing due to an525

accumulation of SWV in the stratosphere is t

herefore counteracted by the transport to hi

gher altitudes and from the tropics to

the polar region by the Brewer Dobson Circul

ation.

Due to the transient character of the proces

ses - the build up of the forcing and the co

nsequent decline as well as the time

9

AtmosphericCO AtmosphericCO

2 2

concentration increased from (278±2)ppmmto

 (390.5±0.2)ppmm.

concentration increased from (278±2)ppmmto (3

90.5±0.2)ppmm.

10 3

Methane concentration increased from (722±2

5)ppbto (1803±2)ppb.

Methane concentration increased from (722±25)

ppbto (1803±2)ppb.

29 29

with fluctuations due to the seasonal cycle i

s attained a couple of months after eruption. 

The cold point warming has stabilized.

The SWV forcing is mainly determined by the a

dditional SWV entering the stratosphere each

 month as the tropopause region

is the region in which WV has the strongest r

adiative effect. The corresponding build up o

f tropical SWV forcing due to an

accumulation of SWV in the stratosphere is th

erefore counteracted by the transport to high

er altitudes and to the polar region

by the BDC.540

Due to the transient character of the process

es - the build up of the forcing and the cons

equent decline as well as the time

shift between effect and response - our anal

ysis showed that a linear relationship betwe

en AOD and cold point warming, or

shift between effect and response - our analy

sis showed that a linear relationship between 

AOD and cold point warming, or

SWV, can not be determined for the entire er SWV, can not be determined for the entire era 
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a after the volcanic eruption. Time phases h

ave to be considered as well to account530

after the volcanic eruption. Time phases have 

to be considered as well to account

for the resulting hysteresis. Other paramete

rs additionally constrain the cold point war

ming and SWV response. The season

for the resulting hysteresis. Other parameter

s additionally constrain the cold point warmi

ng and SWV response. The season

during which the eruption occurs will influe

nce the impact of the aerosols: The CP warmi

ng will be most effective during the

during which the eruption occurs will influen

ce the impact of the aerosols: The CP warming 

will be most effective during the545

peak times of the tape recorder signal aroun

d September. Each volcanic eruption is diffe

rent and parameters like the eruption

peak times of the tape recorder signal around 

September. Each volcanic eruption is differen

t and parameters like the eruption

location, amount of emitted sulfur, and spec

ifically the location of the aerosol layer w

ill have a massive influence both on cold

location, amount of emitted sulfur, and speci

fically the location of the aerosol layer wil

l have a massive influence both on cold

point warming and SWV entry/forcing. Feedbac

ks like the SWV forcing in the TTL will enha

nce the CP warming and lead to535

point warming and SWV entry/forcing. Feedback

s like the SWV forcing in the TTL will enhanc

e the CP warming and lead to

higher SWV forcing at same AODs eventually b

efore the aerosols fall out.

higher SWV forcing at same AODs eventually be

fore the aerosols fall out.

Nevertheless an approximately linear relatio

nship

Nevertheless, approximately a power function

 realtionship of formaAOD

11 b

can be found in our simulations for CP warmi

ng and SWV forcing with

+ccan be found in our simulations for CP warm

ing550

respect to IR-AOD after the volcanic eruptio

ns when taking yearly averages. These result

s however must be interpreted with

and SWV forcing with respect to IR-AOD after

 the volcanic eruptions when taking yearly av

erages. These results however must

care and the derived formulas are only appli

cable for tropical eruptions occurring in Ju

ne and reaching to similar heights in the

be interpreted with care and the derived form

ulas are only applicable for tropical eruptio

ns occurring in June and reaching to

stratosphere.540 similar heights in the stratosphere.

Generally,  the  knowledge  both  of  the  r

espective  CP  warming  in  the  inner  trop

ics  for  a  specific  volcanic  eruption  a

nd  the

Generally, the knowledge - both of the respec

tive CP warming in the inner tropics for a sp

ecific volcanic eruption and the

respective background SWV in the cold point

 region allows for a relatively accurate pre

diction of the increase in SWV levels

respective background SWV in the cold point r

egion - allows for a relatively accurate pred

iction of the increase in SWV levels555

when using a 12 % SWV increase per Kelvin wa

rming in the mean CP values.

when using a 12 % SWV increase per Kelvin war

ming in the mean CP values.

5    Conclusion and Outlook 5    Conclusion and Outlook

Our study of EVAens and the historical simul

ations led us to draw the following conclusi

ons:545

Our study of EVAens and the historical simula

tions led us to draw the following conclusion

s:

1.  The analysis of the ensemble runs showed 

the difficulty to extract the volcanic signa

l in the SWV if only individual

1.  The analysis of the ensemble runs showed

 the difficulty to extract the volcanic signa

l in the SWV if only individual

observations are available as internal varia

bility of SWV in the control run could produ

ce SWV values as large as the

observations are available as internal variab

ility of SWV in the control run could produce 

SWV values as large as the560

variation found for some of the 10TgS ensemb

le members in our simulations. Ensemble mean 

SWV increases are

variation found for some of the 10TgS ensembl

e members in our simulations. Ensemble mean S

WV increases are

already significant already significant (T-test with p=0.05) in t

he 2.5TgS eruption.

12 2.  The increase in stratospheric water vapou

r does not remain constant throughout year, b

ut can vary with the seasons. An

in the 2.5TgS eruption.

2.  The increase in stratospheric water vapo

ur does not remain constant throughout year

 but can vary with the seasons. An550

amplification of the seasonal cycle could be 

observed, especially in the 20TgS and 40TgS

 scenarios.

amplification of the seasonal cycle could be

 observed, especially in the 20TgS and 40TgS

 scenarios.
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3.  The average WV at the cold point enterin

g the stratosphere after volcanic eruptions

 can be approximated with only minor

3.  The average WV at the cold point entering 

the stratosphere after volcanic eruptions can 

be approximated with only minor565

errors using the mean saturation water vapou

r pressure over ice at the respective averag

e tropical cold point temperature

errors using the mean saturation water vapour 

pressure over ice at the respective average t

ropical cold point temperature

30

for all investigated aerosol profiles of the 

EVAens. When given a base value of an unpert

urbed atmospheric state, a 12 %

for all investigated aerosol profiles of the

 EVAens. When given a base value of an unpert

urbed atmospheric state, a 12 %

SWV increase per K increase in cold point te

mperature is a good first estimate for erupt

ion strengths up to 40TgS.555

SWV increase per K increase in cold point tem

perature is a good first estimate for eruptio

n strengths up to 40TgS.

4.  The comparison of the idealized EVAens s

imulations and MPI-GE historical simulations 

of Mt. Pinatubo show that

4.  The comparison of the idealized EVAens si

mulations and MPI-GE historical simulations o

f Mt. Pinatubo show that

neither the simulated TOA radiative imbalanc

e nor the estimated amount of emitted strato

spheric sulfur suffice to con-

neither the simulated TOA radiative imbalance 

nor the estimated amount of emitted stratosph

eric sulfur suffice to con-570

11 strain the SWV increases. However, the aeroso

l layer shape and height with respect to the

 tropopause play a crucial and

The second order term does not contribute si

gnificantly since all input values are small

er than 1 in the AOD range of the volcanic e

ruptions.

12

T-test comparison to reference run with p=0.

05.

30

strain the SWV increases. However the aeroso

l layer shape and height with respect to the 

tropopause play a crucial and

dominating role when estimating the SWV incr

eases.

dominating role when estimating the SWV incre

ases.

5.  The adjusted tropical forcing caused by

 the additional SWV last longer than the for

cing caused by the aerosol layer itself560

5.  The adjusted tropical forcing caused by t

he additional SWV last longer than the forcin

g caused by the aerosol layer itself

and its contribution to the total volcanic f

orcing grows with time as the aerosols fall

 out. For the 20Tgand the 40Tg

and its contribution to the total volcanic fo

rcing grows with time as the aerosols fall ou

t. For the 20Tgand the 40Tg

scenarios the TOA radiative imbalance shows

 a positive value by the end of the simulati

on. Part of this positive TOA

scenarios the TOA radiative imbalance shows a 

positive value by the end of the simulation.

 Part of this positive TOA575

radiative imbalance can be attributed to the 

forcing by the additional SWV.

radiative imbalance can be attributed to the

 forcing by the additional SWV.

6.  When considering also the time dependenc

e an approximately linear relationship betwe

en yearly averaged tropical cold

6.  When considering also the time dependence 

a power function relationship of formaAOD

point warming/adjusted SWV forcing and IR-AO

D can be deduced. This relationship however

 only holds for comparable565

b

eruptions occurring at the same time within

 the year in the tropics. Additionally the f

inal eruption height and aerosol

+cbetween yearly averaged

profile shape has to match the one used with

in our framework.

tropical cold point warming/adjusted SWV forc

ing and IR-AOD can be deduced. This relations

hip however only holds

Based on our study different follow up quest

ions for future investigations arise. Our st

udy only focuses on the indirect

for comparable eruptions occurring at the sam

e time of the year in the tropics. Additional

ly, the final eruption height and

injection and although other studies focus o

n the direct injection no study know to us c

aerosol profile shape has to match the one us

ed within our framework.580
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ombines both effects allowing for

a  direct  comparison  within  one  single 

 framework.  Using  integrated  plume  model

s  for  a  combined  study  would  allow  th

e570

Based on our study follow up questions for fu

ture investigations arise. Our study only foc

uses on the indirect temperature

quantification of the entire SWV changes and 

for an estimation of their relative importan

ce. As we use no interactive chemistry

controlled injection and, although other stud

ies focus on the direct injection, no study k

nown to us combines both effects

our estimate of the H allowing for a direct comparison within one s

ingle framework. Using integrated plume model

s for a combined study would

allow the quantification of the entire SWV ch

anges and for an estimation of their relative 

importance. As we use no interac-

tive chemistry, our estimate of the H

2 2

O might be overestimating the SWV from the i

ndirect injection remaining in the stratosph

ere. A study

O might be overestimating the SWV from the in

direct temperature controlled injection585

using interactive chemistry would enable the 

assessment of the impact of H

remaining in the stratosphere. A study using

 interactive chemistry would allow the assess

ment of the impact of H

2 2

O sinks on the volcanically induced SWV incr

ease

O sinks

as well as ozone chemistry. Of particular in

terest are the impact of the additional H

on the volcanically induced SWV increase and

 ozone chemistry. Of particular interest are

 the impact of the additional H

2 2

O on the oxidation process of SO O

on the oxidation process of SO

2 2

, as well , as well as on sulfate particle formation an

d growth. A follow up study on this topic cou

ld

as on sulfate particle formation and growth, 

and a follow up study on this topic could en

able a lower boundary estimate to be575

give a lower boundary estimate for the SWV in

creases and the changed aerosol lifetime (com

pare Case et al. (2015), Kilian

made for the SWV increases and the changed a

erosol lifetime (compare Case et al. (2015), 

Kilian et al. (2020)). Additionally

et al. (2020)). Additionally, the mechanism o

f the indirect temperature controlled injecti

on has implications beyond that of a590

the mechanism of the indirect injection has

 implications beyond that of a volcanic erup

tion: As geoengineering scenarios also

volcanic eruption: As geoengineering scenario

s also apply sulfur derivatives in the strato

sphere, an investigation of the long

apply sulfur derivatives in the stratospher

e, an investigation of the long term SWV sig

nal within these scenarios may be of

term SWV signal within these scenarios may be 

of interest as well (e.g. Boucher et al. (201

7)).

interest as well. Code and data availability.Primary data and s

cripts used in the analysis that may be usefu

l in reproducing the author’s work are archiv

ed by

Code and data availability.Details to the EV

Aens primary data is published with the firs

t publication on the EVAens by Azoulay et a

l.580

the Max Planck Institute for Meteorology and

 can be obtained via https://pure.mpg.de/pubm

an/faces/ViewItemOverviewPage.jsp?itemId=item

_3270686.

(2020). The MPI-ESM historical simulations a

re described by Maher et al. (2019). The 1D

 RCE model konrad is available online under

A more comprehensive description of the EVAen

s is provided by Azoulay et al., submitted to 

JGR (2020). Further information was archived5

95

https://github.com/atmtools/konrad. by the Max Planck Institute for Meteorology u

nder http://hdl.handle.net/21.11116/0000-0007

-8B38-E. The 1D RCE model konrad is avail-

able online under https://github.com/atmtool

s/konrad.
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Appendix A:  Scaling of different physical p

arameters altered by the presence of volcani

c aerosols

Appendix A:  Scaling of different physical pa

rameters altered by the presence of volcanic

 aerosols

Following the discussion in Sect. 3.1, 3.2 a

nd 3.6 the graphs for TOA imbalance (Fig. A

1), surface temperature (Fig. A2 ), cold

Following the discussion in Sect. 3.1, 3.2 an

d 3.6 the graphs for TOA imbalance (Fig. A1), 

surface temperature (Fig. A2 ), cold

point temperature changes (Fig. A3) and SWV

 forcing (Figure A5 ) are shown which each e

nsemble mean divided by the mass585

point temperature changes (Fig. A3) and SWV f

orcing (Figure A5 ) are shown which each ense

mble mean divided by the mass600

of emitted sulfur. In case of the cold point 

temperature changes and the SWV forcing the

 dependence of monthly mean values

of emitted sulfur. In case of the cold point

 temperature changes and the SWV forcing the

 dependence of monthly mean values

of cold point temperature change and SWV for

cing are shown as a function of AOD in the I

R waveband of [8475,9259] nm in

of cold point temperature change and SWV forc

ing are shown as a function of AOD in the IR

 waveband of [8475,9259] nm in

Fig. A4 and A6. Fig. A4 and A6.

Figure A1.Scaled top of the atmosphere (TOA) 

imbalance for the five volcanically perturbe

d EVAens runs (2.5TgS, 5TgS, 10TgS, 20

Figure A1.Scaled top of the atmosphere (TOA)

 imbalance for the five volcanically perturbe

d EVAens runs (2.5TgS, 5TgS, 10TgS, 20

TgS and 40TgS). The ensemble means are show

n. The vertical blue line marks the eruption 

time. All TOA imbalances are divided by the

TgS and 40TgS). The ensemble means are shown. 

The vertical blue line marks the eruption tim

e. All TOA imbalances are divided by the

mass of emitted sulfur. Incoming fluxes are

 defined positive, outgoing fluxes are defin

ed negative.

mass of emitted sulfur. Incoming fluxes are d

efined positive, outgoing fluxes are defined

 negative.

Figure A2.Scaled surface temperature for the 

five volcanically perturbed EVAens runs (2.5

TgS, 5TgS, 10TgS, 20TgS and 40TgS).

Figure A2.Scaled surface temperature for the

 five volcanically perturbed EVAens runs (2.5

TgS, 5TgS, 10TgS, 20TgS and 40TgS).

The ensemble means are shown. The vertical b

lue line marks the eruption time. All surfac

e temperatures are divided by the mass of em

itted

The ensemble means are shown. The vertical bl

ue line marks the eruption time. All surface

 temperatures are divided by the mass of emit

ted

sulfur. sulfur.
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Figure A3.Scaled temporal evolution of the m

ean CP temperature anomaly. The time of the

 volcanic eruption is indicated by a vertica

l blue

Figure A3.Scaled temporal evolution of the me

an CP temperature anomaly. The time of the vo

lcanic eruption is indicated by a vertical bl

ue

line. All changes in cold point temperature

 are divided by the mass of emitted sulfur.

line. All changes in cold point temperature a

re divided by the mass of emitted sulfur.

Figure A4.Scatter plot of AOD in the IR wave

band (8475-9250 nm) and CP temperature anoma

ly for all time steps in the first 2.5 years

Figure A4.Scatter plot of AOD in the IR waveb

and (8475-9250 nm) and CP temperature anomaly 

for all time steps in the first 2.5 years

after the eruption. after the eruption.
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Figure A5.Scaled time evolution of the adjus

ted clear sky SW-forcing in the tropical reg

ion [-5,5]

Figure A5.Scaled time evolution of the adjust

ed clear sky SW-forcing in the tropical regio

n [-5,5]

◦ ◦

latitude for all eruption strengths. The latitude for all eruption strengths. The

blue line marks the eruptions time. All clea

r sky forcings are divided by the mass of em

itted sulfur. Incoming fluxes are defined po

sitive,

blue line marks the eruptions time. All clear 

sky forcings are divided by the mass of emitt

ed sulfur. Incoming fluxes are defined positi

ve,

outgoing fluxes are defined negative outgoing fluxes are defined negative

Figure A6.Scatter plot of AOD in the IR wave

band (8475-9250 nm) and the clear sky SWV fo

rcing for all time steps in the first 2.5 ye

ars

Figure A6.Scatter plot of AOD in the IR waveb

and (8475-9250 nm) and the clear sky SWV forc

ing for all time steps in the first 2.5 years

after the eruption. after the eruption.
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Appendix B:  Percental changes in the tape re

corder signal

Complementary to the plot in Sect. 3.3 we sh Complementary to the plot in Sect. 3.3 we sho
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Figure B1.Percental difference in water vapo

ur above 140hPain the tropical average over

 [-23,23]° latitude for the pure sulfur inje

ctions

Figure B1.Percental difference in water vapou

r above 140hPain the tropical average over [-

23,23]° latitude for the pure sulfur injectio

ns

of the EVAens (2.5TgS, 5TgS, 10TgS, 20TgS an

d 40TgS). The lowermost panel shows the MPI-

GE historical simulations for Mt.

of the EVAens (2.5TgS, 5TgS, 10TgS, 20TgS and 

40TgS). The lowermost panel shows the MPI-GE

 historical simulations for Mt.

Pinatubo using the PADS forcing data set. Th

e height of the WMO-tropopause is indicated

 by a black line, the cold point pressure is 

shown

Pinatubo using the PADS forcing data set. The 

height of the WMO-tropopause is indicated by

 a black line, the cold point pressure is sho

wn

as black dashed line. In regions not covered 

by black crosses statistical significant dif

ference between stratospheric water vapour v

alues of

as black dashed line. In regions not covered

 by black crosses statistical significant dif

ference between stratospheric water vapour va

lues of

the perturbed and unperturbed runs (t-test a

t p=0.05) were found.

the perturbed and unperturbed runs (t-test at 

p=0.05) were found.
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Appendix C:  Intra-ensemble variability in t

he entire tropics

Appendix C:  Intra-ensemble variability in th

e entire tropics

Here we show the complementary plots to thos

e in Sect. 3.4 for the intra-ensemble variab

ility in the entire tropics [-23,23]

Here we show the complementary plots to those 

in Sect. 3.4 for the intra-ensemble variabili

ty in the entire tropics [-23,23]

◦ ◦

latitude. latitude.

Figure C1.Seasonal averages of specific humi

dity at cold point as a function of cold poi

nt temperature for SON 1991 (a) and 1992 (b)

Figure C1.Seasonal averages of specific humid

ity at cold point as a function of cold point 

temperature for SON 1991 (a) and 1992 (b)

accounting for the entire tropics. Values fo

r each individual ensemble member are shown

 as dots for the entire tropics. An approxim

ation

accounting for the entire tropics. Values for 

each individual ensemble member are shown as

 dots for the entire tropics. An approximatio

n

(see text) for the Clausius Clapeyron equati

on at this temperature range with an 12%incr

ease of specific humidity perKis shown with

 a

(see text) for the Clausius Clapeyron equatio

n at this temperature range with an 12%increa

se of specific humidity perKis shown with a

dashed grey line. The exact solution for the 

Clausius Clapeyron Equation over ice by Murp

hy and Koop (2005) is calculated for the ave

rage

dashed grey line. The exact solution for the

 Clausius Clapeyron Equation over ice by Murp

hy and Koop (2005) is calculated for the aver

age

ensemble cold point temperatures and pressur

e and shown in orange.

ensemble cold point temperatures and pressure 

and shown in orange.

Appendix D:  aerosol extinction profiles - 5

50nmsolar waveband595

Appendix D:  aerosol extinction profiles - 55

0nmsolar waveband610

Complementary to the discussion on the infra

red extinction profiles in Sect. 3.5 the 550

nmsolar waveband is shown in the

Complementary to the discussion on the infrar

ed extinction profiles in Sect. 3.5 the 550nm

solar waveband is shown in the

following plots. following plots.
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Figure D1.Tropical average of the aerosol ex

tinction profile in the 550nmsolar waveband

 for the EVA forcing corresponding to 5TgS,

Figure D1.Tropical average of the aerosol ext

inction profile in the 550nmsolar waveband fo

r the EVA forcing corresponding to 5TgS,

10TgS and 20TgS as well as the PADS forcing

 for the Mt. Pinatubo eruption.

10TgS and 20TgS as well as the PADS forcing f

or the Mt. Pinatubo eruption.

Appendix E:  SWV forcing - SW component Appendix E:  SWV forcing - SW component

Fig. E1 shows the very small contribution of 

the SW component to the total adjusted SWV f

orcing presented in Sect. 3.6.

Fig. E1 shows the very small contribution of

 the SW component to the total adjusted SWV f

orcing presented in Sect. 3.6.
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Figure E1.Time evolution of the SW-component 

to the adjusted clear sky forcing in the tro

pical region [-5,5]

Figure E1.Time evolution of the SW-component

 to the adjusted clear sky forcing in the tro

pical region [-5,5]

◦ ◦

latitude for the ensemble latitude for the ensemble

mean SWV increases caused by all eruption st

rengths. The blue line marks the eruptions t

ime. The flux range originating from the sta

ndard

mean SWV increases caused by all eruption str

engths. The blue line marks the eruptions tim

e. The flux range originating from the standa

rd

deviations of the SWV profiles are plotted t

o visualize the signal range.

deviations of the SWV profiles are plotted to 

visualize the signal range.

The total forcing and its SW component for t

he cloudy sky case as discussed in Sect. 3.6 

is shown in Fig. E2.600

The total forcing and its SW component for th

e cloudy sky case as discussed in Sect. 3.6 i

s shown in Fig. E2.615

Figure E2.Time evolution of the (a) total

 (b) SW-component to the adjusted all sky fo

rcing in the tropical region [-5,5]

Figure E2.Time evolution of the (a) total (b) 

SW-component to the adjusted all sky forcing

 in the tropical region [-5,5]

◦ ◦

latitude for the latitude for the

ensemble mean SWV increases caused by all er

uption strengths. The blue line marks the er

uptions time. The flux range originating fro

m the

ensemble mean SWV increases caused by all eru

ption strengths. The blue line marks the erup

tions time. The flux range originating from t

he

standard deviations of the SWV profiles are

 plotted to visualize the signal range.

standard deviations of the SWV profiles are p

lotted to visualize the signal range.

Appendix F:  Global spread of the stratosphe

ric water vapour

Appendix F:  Global spread of the stratospher

ic water vapour

Figure F1 shows the spread of the additional 

SWV around the globe as mentioned in the Dis

cussion Sect. 4.4.

Figure F1 shows the spread of the additional

 SWV around the globe as mentioned in the Dis

cussion Sect. 4.4.
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Figure F1.Difference in stratospheric water

 vapour content at 70 hPa as a function of t

ime and latitude. Black crosses mark the reg

ions of

Figure F1.Difference in stratospheric water v

apour content at 70hPaas a function of time a

nd latitude. Black crosses mark the regions o

f

statistical significance of the data (Mann W

hitney U Test at p=0.05).

statistical significance of the data (Mann Wh

itney U Test at p=0.05).
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